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1. Introduction 

1.1 This statement is submitted on behalf of IM Properties Development Ltd (IM 

Properties) to the North Warwickshire Local Plan Examination.  

1.2 It follows representations submitted to the Draft Local Plan consultation in March 2017 

and to the Draft Submission Local Plan consultation in March 2018 (hereafter referred 

to as the 'March 2017 representations' and the 'March 2018 representations' 

respectively). 

1.3 IM Properties is a privately owned Midlands-based company located near Coleshill and 

has a strong track record for bringing forward high-quality developments across the 

region. It has invested £750m in development projects across the Midlands and has an 

investment portfolio of £900m alongside a £1bn residential land portfolio. IM 

Properties’ record of working closely with local authorities on major developments 

includes Birch Coppice Business Park within North Warwickshire, which has been 

transformed from a disused colliery and developed to the highest standards of building 

design, park infrastructure, landscaping, amenities and management. 

1.4 IM Properties also controls 70 hectares of land to the west of Junction 9 of the 

M42/M6 Toll, within North Warwickshire. The site was submitted to the Borough 

Council’s Call for Sites in 2015, and provides an exceptional opportunity for a major 

new employment development to meet a well evidenced, significant and pressing need 

for strategic employment sites in this location.  

1.5 The site is situated within the heart of the M42 corridor and benefits from excellent 

access to the strategic road network, proximity to labour supply and access to 

intermodal facilities. It can make a substantial contribution to the jobs, investment and 

growth agenda of the regions’ Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) and the West 

Midlands Combined Authority, and the wider objectives of the Midlands Engine 

Strategy. 

1.6 Our March 2017 and March 2018 representations set out significant concerns with the 

emerging plan, and these concerns remain in respect of the Local Plan Submission 

(March 2018) [CD0/1]. The key issues which form the focus of our representations to 

the Examination are as follows: 

• The failure of the Plan to recognise the strong economic need for additional 

strategic employment land in the Borough to address the significant and growing 

unmet need and demand at a sub-regional level, and within the M42 corridor 

more specifically; 

• The spatial strategy which has been selected without first understanding the 

appropriate housing and employment needs to plan for, and which has been 

unduly influenced by seeking to protect the Green Belt, rather than a 

consideration of the most sustainable strategy for directing growth; and 

• Allied to our concerns above, the significant and substantive procedural 

shortcomings with the Sustainability Appraisal, including issues arising from the 



failure to prepare a revised SA Scoping Report at the outset of the process, 

failure to carry out and consult upon an SA of the strategic Growth Options at 

the appropriate time, the failure to assess the preferred growth option and 

reasonable alternatives and the erroneous treatment of Green Belt as an 

environmental constraint.  

1.7 It is of significant ongoing concern that the Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1] 

continues to fail to acknowledge the role that North Warwickshire should play in 

accommodating a recognised sub-regional need for additional employment land, and 

respond positively through the identification of additional strategic employment land 

provision.  

1.8 In the context of the clear advice offered by the Inspector examining the adopted Core 

Strategy, the failure of the Council to adequately consider the need for strategic 

employment sites represents a significant gap in the evidence base used to justify the 

Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1]. 

1.9 IM Properties maintains, therefore, that the Local Plan Submission (March 2018) 

[CD0/1] is unsound against the tests set by the National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF). 

1.10 This statement is supported by the following appendices: 

• Appendix 1: Updated Market and Technical Evidence of the Need for Large-

scale sub-regional employment sites in the M42 Corridor 

1.11 We have requested to appear at the Examination in respect of Matter 5. 



 

 

2. Response to Issues and Questions 

Q5.1 How does the LP requirement of providing 60 hectares of employment space to 

2033 set out in LP paragraph 7.44 relate to the intended provision of around 100 

hectares in policy LP6?  

(a) Is the intended provision of around 100 hectares in policy LP6 an aspiration in the same 

manner as housing provision related to the GBHMA [INSP2], i.e. that the actual amount is 

reliant on the provision of infrastructure?  

2.1 The Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1] is not explicit in confirming the extent 

to which the provision of 100ha of employment land (Policy LP6) is aspirational or 

predicated on the provision of infrastructure. This introduces a significant degree of 

uncertainty as to the level of employment land which is required and able, rather than 

‘hoped’, to be delivered over the plan period. 

2.2 It is noted that the Council’s evidence confirms that there is evidence of demand for 

employment land allocations in excess of 100ha1. 

2.3 The justification text for Policy LP6 and the supporting evidence2 indicates that the 

provision of 100ha of employment land aligns with the aspiration to deliver the higher 

9,600 dwellings3. The draft Plan is clear in labelling this level of housing provision as 

aspirational on the basis of its dependency on infrastructure provision4. It can only be 

assumed that by implication the same is true of the 100ha of employment land. 

2.4 This runs the risk that the need for employment land will not be provided for.    

(b) If so, is that approach justified and consistent with national policy?  

2.5 No.  This approach is unsound as it is does not provide a clear indication of the level of 

employment land which will be permitted and where, as required under paragraph 157 

of the NPPF.  

2.6 IM Properties has consistently highlighted a number of specific concerns with regards 

to the robustness of the approach taken to plan for employment land. Specifically this 

has raised an ongoing concern that NWBC has ignored the need for North 

Warwickshire to positively provide for larger than local strategic employment land 

needs, as distinct from local employment needs or those associated with the provision 

of unmet housing needs. This is despite a wealth of evidence pointing towards a 

significant and pressing need in the borough. These concerns are set out in full in IM 

Properties’ Regulation 19 response and expanded upon in response to subsequent 

questions.   

                                                           
1 Employment Land Review Update’, GL Hearn, 2013, p94, para 8.6 
2 GL Hearn (2017) North Warwickshire – Update to the Employment Land Review for the Period 2011-33. This 

clearly shows that the 100 hectares of employment land is attributed to Scenario D which is underpinned by the 
provision of the housing requirement accommodating the 10% of the unmet needs from the Birmingham HMA. 
3 North Warwickshire Borough Council (2018) North Warwickshire Local Plan Submission, paragraph 7.46 
4 Ibid, paragraph 7.42 



 

 

(c) For effectiveness, should employment requirements be expressed in terms of floorspace?  

2.7 No. The applicable Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) for assessing economic 

development needs recommends that floorspace is converted using standard plot 

ratios to establish land requirements. This also enables gaps in the land supply across 

different market segments to be identified.  

Q5.2 Is the assessment of employment needs in support of the LP based on robust 

evidence [CD8/6, CD8/7, CD8/8 in particular]?  

(a) What is the functional market area? How has that influenced the plan’s approach to 

assessing employment needs at a strategic level? 

2.8 The Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1] and its underlying evidence base5 fail 

to acknowledge or define the extent of the FEMA in which North Warwickshire is 

located. This results in an assessment of need which is North Warwickshire centric, and 

the failure to adequately address the consistently identified need for larger than local 

strategic employment sites.  

2.9 This omission in the evidence base means that the statement at paragraph 7.49 of the 

Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1] – that this need is not ‘considered an issue 

that North Warwickshire needs to consider further’ – is not substantiated or justified. 

2.10 The unsubstantiated dismissal of the issue of wider than local employment need must 

be considered in the context of the Examination of the adopted Core Strategy. The 

Inspector’s report clearly identified a potential regional need for employment land 

which the adopted Core Strategy did not meet, but deferred this as a matter for the 

current draft Plan on the basis that insufficient regional evidence was available at the 

time6.  

2.11 The evidence presented at Appendix 1 considers the appropriate FEMA and the 

subsequently published sub-regional evidence. This identifies the significant body of 

evidence which has been prepared at regional/sub-regional level and concludes that 

the extent of the Coventry and Warwickshire Local Enterprise Partnership (CWLEP) can 

be viewed as an appropriate FEMA for North Warwickshire at this point in time. Such a 

definition should not, however, disregard the significant influence of Birmingham 

within the northern parts of the borough in particular, which was acknowledged even 

prior to the formation of the CWLEP. 

2.12 In accordance with the NPPF, the Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1] should 

therefore take full account of the evidenced need for employment land across this 

functional area. Whilst Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1] makes reference to 

the existence of unmet need arising across the region (paragraphs 7.47 and 7.48) it 

proceeds to ignore referenced evidence of an identified wider than local need for large 

sites. This approach is not justified. 

                                                           
5 CD8/6; CD8/7; and CD8/8 
6 See North Warwickshire Local Plan (September 2014): Core Strategy, Inspector’s Report, paragraph 47 and Main 

Modification 42 and resultant paragraph 7.35 of the adopted Core Strategy. 



 

 

2.13 Conflicting with the PPG7 it ignores the existence of economic sub-markets with 

specific features which span the authority boundary. This includes the M42 corridor 

which is identified within published evidence as being defined on the basis of its unique 

appeal to large-scale industrial occupiers8 and within which there is a need to identify 

additional strategic sites to meet demand. A significant part of the M42 corridor is 

within North Warwickshire. 

2.14 The latest evidence included at Appendix 1 confirms that the need for additional 

strategic employment land in the M42 corridor and North Warwickshire remains, and 

has become more acute as evidenced by:  

• Strong take-up levels in the M42 corridor, equating to 3.17 million sq ft over the 

18 month period from 2017 to the end of Q2 2018.  

• A pipeline of land that is not being replenished fast enough, equivalent to less 

than 2 years supply when benchmarked against take up recent rates in the M42 

corridor.   

• A growing pipeline of 3.8 million sq ft of unmet requirements, many of which are 

for larger bespoke units, which current development sites in North Warwickshire 

and the wider M42 corridor are unable to meet.   

2.15 The failure of the Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1] to consider and plan for 

the evidenced need for large sites across larger than local economic geographies is 

unsound. IM Properties maintains that there is a responsibility for NWBC to plan 

positively and allocate additional land to provide for current strategic level needs 

emanating across the M42 sub-market geography on the clear basis that needs are not 

been provided for.   

 (b) Is the approach to establishing employment needs in the LP consistent with the Local 

Enterprise Partnership Strategy?  

2.16 No. The Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1] fails to recognise the role of the 

borough in achieving the wider objectives and vision established by the CWLEP. This 

represents a fundamental shortcoming of the draft Plan in its current form and is not 

compliant with paragraph 21 of the NPPF9. 

2.17 The amount of employment land proposed within the draft Plan does not align with 

the stated ambition across the CWLEP, nor is it proactive in seeking opportunities for 

further growth beyond its locally assessed needs. It has not been positively prepared. 

2.18 The CWLEP Strategic Economic Plan (SEP), updated in 2016, targets the creation of 

94,500 additional jobs over the period to 2030. The subsequently published SEP for the 

West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) articulates a further layer of ambition 

seeking to support the creation of a further 50,000 jobs in addition to the sum of the 

three existing SEP’s across the WMCA. Cumulatively the WMCA has therefore 

                                                           
7 PPG Reference ID 2a-008-20140306 
8 PBA and JLL (2015) West Midlands Strategic Employment Sites Study, paragraph 4.71. The M42 Corridor is 

demarcated as ‘Area A’ on Figure 4.10 within the Study. 
9
 National Planning Policy Framework, CLG, 2012 



 

 

expressed the objective to deliver 500,000 new jobs across the combined authority 

(including North Warwickshire).  

2.19 There is specific reference in the SEP to achieving employment growth via a strategy 

which will involve ‘developing new and existing employment sites’, with the SEP 

highlighting the need to provide a minimum of 250ha of employment land and 292ha 

to realise high growth potential and generate 94,500 new jobs between 2013 and 

203110.  

2.20 In order to unlock growth potential, the SEP recognises that the supply of high quality 

sites ‘are now close to being exhausted and future growth will be constrained unless 

currently proposed sites are delivered and future sites are identified’11. It goes on to 

confirm that ‘there is a particular need for additional strategic sites that are capable of 

accommodating the largest storage and distribution requirements and sites suitable for 

development as R&D centres, in order for CWLEP to achieve its targets in relation to the 

growth of the local automotive cluster’12. 

2.21 Importantly, the failure of the Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1] to respond 

to this need was stressed by the CWLEP (SLP288) in its submission to the Regulation 19 

Plan. The submitted response by the CWLEP reiterates that: 

“…the Plan is issued at a time when the take up of employment land across the C&W 

sub region is at very high levels and the stock of allocated and available land sometimes 

called “oven ready” land is very small and continues to shrink. In North Warwickshire 

there are currently no major inward investment sites which could be categorised as 

oven ready and immediately available to the market. This should be a major concern to 

all” 

2.22 In failing to even attempt to provide for the identified need for large sites across this 

FEMA, it is apparent that both the employment requirements established in the 

evidence base (CD8/6; CD8/7; and CD8/8) and their translation into policy have not 

been adequately informed by or responded positively to LEP strategies.  

 (c) Have employment needs been informed by the future influences of HS2 (including the 

Birmingham Interchange), Birmingham International Airport, and the Horiba MIRA 

Enterprise Zone?  

2.23 No. IM Properties does not consider that employment land needs or provision within 

the Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1] have been sufficiently informed by the 

acknowledged potential positive economic opportunities13 and impacts emerging from 

these significant investments. This conflicts with paragraphs 1714 and 2115 of the NPPF.   

                                                           
10

 ‘Strategic Economic Plan’, CWLEP, 2014, p24 
11

 Updated Strategic Economic Plan: CWLEP, August 2016 p 24 
12

 Ibid, page 24 
13 It is noted that the Council has acknowledged the economic benefits associated with the Horiba MIRA EZ and HS2 

Interchange Station at paragraph 9.2 of the Draft Plan. 
14 DCLG (2012) National Planning Policy Framework, paragraph 17: ‘every effort should be made’ to ‘respond 

positively to wider opportunities for growth’ in order to ‘proactively drive and support sustainable economic 
development’ 



 

 

2.24 Although the Council confirms that it is ‘keen to exploit opportunities’, this is not 

manifest elsewhere in the Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1]. Instead, NWBC 

primarily focuses on its perceived negative effects of planned investment. It is clear, for 

example, in stating that ‘pressure for development around the new HS2 railway station 

at the NEC will be resisted’16. This is despite acknowledgement in the evidence base 

that the ‘excellent national connectivity’ of this location could lead to ‘substantive 

office development’ being brought forward17. Even aside from HS2, the 2013 ELR 

highlighted that ‘the proximity to Birmingham Airport’ assists the area and ‘that more 

should be done to capitalise on the airport’18. The borough was also seen to be ‘well 

positioned’ to capture demand arising from the sub-regional clustering of advanced 

manufacturing and engineering, reflecting its proximity to developments such as MIRA 

Technology Park19. 

2.25 Notwithstanding the failure of Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1] to consider 

how the aforementioned projects may influence employment needs, the evidenced 

requirement for additional strategic employment sites is not contingent on their 

delivery. Indeed, the market evidence strongly indicates that demand for such sites in 

North Warwickshire will be driven by wider market factors including the continued 

growth of online retailing as detailed in the Supporting Statement at Appendix 1.    

5.3 My attention has been drawn to various studies related to economic trends and 

prospective employment needs in the wider area. What account has, or should, be 

taken of such studies in establishing employment needs and requirements in North 

Warwickshire?  

2.26 As set out in the response to Q5.1a, North Warwickshire is not a self-contained FEMA. 

Its economy forms part of a wider functional area. Whilst the Local Plan Submission 

(March 2018) [CD0/1] references and acknowledges the identified need for wider than 

local strategic employment sites in published sub-regional studies, it dismisses the 

need to take account of or plan for such sites20. Its principal stated justification 

suggests that large scale sites are coming forward elsewhere, with the inference being 

that these will be sufficient to address needs. This position is not supported by the 

published evidence base studies across the wider area as summarised through a review 

of the full available evidence in Appendix 1.  

2.27 This evidence base has clearly articulated the significant scale of need and demand for 

strategic employment sites across the wider functional geography within which North 

Warwickshire is located and a shortfall in emerging and planned supply.  

2.28 As stated in our responses above, the failure to consider the implications of these sub-

regional studies for North Warwickshire – in the absence of an evidenced justification –

                                                                                                                                                                          
15 Ibid, paragraph 21 explicitly requires authorities to ‘plan positively for the location, promotion and expansion of 

clusters or networks of knowledge driven, creative or high technology industries’ 
16 Ibid, paragraph 12.18 
17 GL Hearn (2016) Addendum to 2013 Employment Land Review, North Warwickshire Borough Council; paragraph 

3.8 (CD8/7) 
18 GL Hearn (2013) Employment Land Review Update, North Warwickshire Borough Council; paragraph 5.15 (CD8/6) 
19 Ibid, paragraph 7.59 
20 North Warwickshire Borough Council (2018) North Warwickshire Local Plan Submission, paragraph 7.46 



 

 

is contrary to the NPPF. The approach to planning for the provision of employment 

land is unsound. 

2.29 This is a view shared by other representors, including the CWLEP, who have expressed 

a desire to see additional strategic employment land identified – beyond that currently 

being planned for - to facilitate the achievement of the ambitious economic growth 

targets in their approved SEPs21. The CWLEP’s concern stems from an ongoing shortage 

of sites to meet immediate requirements, including ‘an absence of large allocations 

(over 25ha) that can fulfil a sub-regional role and are likely to be attractive to major 

inward investors’ 22. 

2.30 Independent from the studies and analysis advanced by the public sector, IM 

Properties has commissioned a series of assessments of strategic employment needs. 

This analysis prepared by Turley with commercial agency input CBRE has highlighted 

the continued constrained supply position, particularly for larger sites suitable for 

accommodating 100,000 sq ft+ units. The updated technical evidence enclosed at 

Appendix 1 reaffirms the scale of the issue, highlighting a further depletion of the land 

supply in the M42 corridor, which is now at critically low levels. As a result the growing 

pipeline of larger bespoke B8 requirements, equivalent to around 3.8m sq ft, is unable 

to be accommodated in the corridor. This results in occupiers, some of whom form part 

of the JLR supply chain, having to look outside of the corridor to meet their needs. This 

situation is not sustainable and has been acknowledged as a key threat to the 

achievement of the stated economic growth ambitions23.   

2.31 In light of the clear advice offered by the Inspector examining the adopted Core 

Strategy24, it is not acceptable to continue to fail to plan for this critical need for 

strategic employment sites. The employment land policies in the draft Plan must be 

modified to respond positively and provide clear reference to support the delivery of 

such sites within the M42 corridor over the plan period.   

5.4 With regard to the economic objectives in LP paragraphs 9.5 to 9.8 and CD8/8, 

which set out the inter-relationship between jobs and employment space figures, 

should a job number be set as an LP requirement?  

2.32 It is not considered critical for the Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1] to 

specify a job number. Setting such a target risks implying a cap on the amount of jobs 

and investment North Warwickshire feels it needs to accommodate. However, it is 

considered that the draft Plan should acknowledge and provide explanation as to how 

it has responded more positively to the job growth aspirations and strategies 

established by the CWLEP and the WMCA.   

                                                           
21 Representations to the North Warwickshire Local Plan: Submission Draft 2011-2033, CWLEP, January 2018  
22 Ibid, p4 
23

 Ibid, p4 
24 North Warwickshire Local Plan: Core Strategy, Inspector’s Report, September 2014, paragraph 47 



 

 

5.5 Has the overall employment requirement in LP6 been established with 

appropriate regard to the Duty to Cooperate? 

2.33 No. IM Properties is concerned that the Duty to Co-operate has not been satisfied 

whilst agreement on the planned provision of strategic employment land needs has 

not been reached. Whilst the decision to accommodate a level of unmet housing need 

and an accompanying increase in the implied general employment land provision 

under LP6 is noted, and evidently of significant importance to the HMA, it 

fundamentally fails to respond to and address the identified separate issue of a 

deficiency of sub-regional strategic employment sites. The two aspects should not be 

conflated, with the latter reflecting a specific and distinct requirement which the 

authorities across the sub-region, including North Warwickshire, are failing to address. 

This represents a continued failure to satisfy the Duty-to-Cooperate.  

2.34 A review of the relevant MoU’s confirms this omission. For example, the Coventry & 

Warwickshire MoU on Employment Land (CD5/3c) confirms that whilst Coventry has an 

unmet need for some 241 ha of employment land North Warwickshire is not identified 

as accommodating any element of the re-distribution of this unmet need25. No 

reference is made to the need for or an agreed position to provide for, sub-regional 

strategic employment sites. The BCC MoU (CD5/3A) establishes an agreement that 

where provision is made for employment above minimum needs this must be 

considered to be providing for a wider than local need26. However, as has been 

identified in our Position Statements this additional provision is not attributed to 

accommodating a strategic employment site but is linked to a potential aspiration to 

deliver additional housing to assist with Birmingham’s unmet needs. The BCC MoU, as 

with the CW MOU, does not include any reference to the agreed location for the 

provision of strategic employment sites.  

5.6 Are the employment areas identified in policy LP12 ‘Employment Areas’ 

appropriately evidenced? Are policies LP12 and LP11 ‘Economic Regeneration’, which 

makes provision for release of employment allocations in certain circumstances, 

effective and consistent with national policy?  

2.35 No comment. 

5.7 Are policies LP11 and LP13 ‘Rural Employment’ justified and consistent with 

national policy which seeks to support a prosperous rural economy?  

2.36 No comment. 

5.8 Is the approach in the LP to the provision of retail and other main town centre 

uses based on appropriate evidence, effective and consistent with the NPPF 2012?  

2.37 No comment. 

                                                           
25 Memorandum of Understanding relating to Employment Land Requirements and Distribution within Coventry & 

Warwickshire. Table 2 
26 MoU relating to the delivery of a proportion of the projected unmet housing need arising from the Greater 

Birmingham & Black Country HMA in BCC and NWBC, Paragraph 7 



 

 

5.9 Have alternative levels or distributions of employment space provision been 

assessed, including any contribution from existing under-used sites or previously 

developed land?  

2.38 No comment 

5.10 Are LP requirements employment and homes suitably correlated? If not, 

precisely why not? 

2.39 In broad terms, it is acknowledged that NWBC has sought to ensure that the Local Plan 

requirements for employment and homes align. This recognises its approach of seeking 

to achieve such an alignment in its consideration of the provision of additional 

employment land alongside its planned accommodation of 3,790 homes associated 

with unmet needs from Birmingham.  

2.40 It is agreed that it is of importance that an adequate balance is achieved between the 

provision of new space to accommodate employment growth and housing to ensure 

that future growth is sustainable and adverse impacts on commuting are minimised. 

However, this must be considered in the context of an acknowledgement of the strong 

commuting relationships across the economic geographies considered in our response 

to Q5.2a. Recognising existing and planned infrastructure, IM Properties is strongly of 

the view that the planned supply of employment land in North Warwickshire should 

not be constrained or capped on the basis of a need to directly accommodate 

correlated levels of housing provision. Such an approach reaffirms the limitations of a 

failure of the Council and neighbouring areas to respond to and agree an approach to 

planning collectively for strategic needs. 

2.41 This is of particular pertinence when considering the separate and distinct need for 

North Warwickshire to respond to and plan for the provision of larger than local 

strategic large-scale employment sites. By the nature of their location within an 

infrastructure corridor, the consequences of labour demand and accommodation will 

impact on not only North Warwickshire but labour markets across the FEMA/ HMA and 

have the potential to change commuting patterns. As set out consistently in our 

responses, these sites should not and cannot be conflated with the general provision 

for employment land. 

2.42 With regards to seeking to maintain a correlation between jobs and housing at 

borough level, it therefore follows that there is no justification for failing to provide 

additional strategic employment site(s) which – based on the market factors identified 

in earlier questions – would be best located in North Warwickshire.  

2.43 A more fluid relationship needs to be considered in the context of the wider approach 

to sub-regional planning outside of the Local Plan Submission (March 2018) [CD0/1], as 

recognised in the Greater Birmingham HMA Strategic Growth Study27.   

                                                           
27 GL Hearn and Wood Plc (2018) Greater Birmingham HMA Strategic Growth Study. At paragraph 1.8 of the 

Executive Summary this study confirms: ‘housing need is a strategic issue which the HMA authorities need to 
collaborate in addressing through the Duty to Cooperate’. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 IM Properties Developments Ltd has previously provided a series of representations 

which comment on the draft employment policies within the emerging North 

Warwickshire Local Plan. These representations, submitted by Turley on behalf of IM 

Properties in March 2017 and March 2018, considered the economic evidence and 

justification for the employment land policies set out in the Draft Local Plan. They 

highlighted the failure of the Draft Plan to recognise the strong economic need for 

additional strategic employment land in the borough to address the significant and 

growing unmet need and demand at a sub-regional level, and within the M42 Corridor 

more specifically. 

1.2 The failing of the Draft Plan and its informing evidence base in this regard is, in our 

view, the result of a failure to correctly interpret the evidence prepared across a more 

strategic and functional market geography as opposed to focussing unduly on the 

objectively assessed needs/requirements to support local employment growth 

established within the Council’s evidence base (CD8/6, CD8/7 and CD8/9) and Policy 

LP6.  

1.3 This report, prepared by Turley with commercial agency input from CBRE, considers the 

soundness of the Draft Local Plan within the context of the assessed need for 

additional strategic employment sites across the West Midlands, and more locally 

across the M42 Corridor, to address shortages of supply1. It also provides updated 

evidence to show that the need for additional strategic employment land in the M42 

corridor and North Warwickshire remains, and has become more acute as evidenced 

by:  

• Strong take-up levels in the M42 Corridor, equating to 2.19 million sq ft over the 

18 month period from 2017 to the end of Q2 2018.  

• A pipeline of land that is not being replenished fast enough, equivalent to less 

than 2 years supply when benchmarked against take up recent rates in the M42 

Corridor.   

• A growing pipeline of 3.8 million sq ft of unmet requirements, many of which are 

for larger bespoke units, which current development sites in North Warwickshire 

and the wider M42 corridor are unable to meet.   

1.4 In the context of the clear advice offered by the Inspector examining the adopted Core 

Strategy2, the failure of the Council to adequately consider the evidenced need for 

strategic sites creates a significant gap in the evidence base used to justify the Draft 

Local Plan. IM Properties maintains, therefore, that North Warwickshire Local Plan is 

unsound against the tests set by the applicable National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF). 

 

                                                           
1 ‘West Midlands Strategic Employment Sites Study’, PBA/JLL, September 2015 
2 North Warwickshire Local Plan: Core Strategy, Inspector’s Report, September 2014, paragraph 47 
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2. The Functional Economic Market Area  

Key Point Summary 

• The Local Plan and its informing evidence base fail to acknowledge or define 

the extent of North Warwickshire’s Functional Economic Market Area (FEMA), 

focusing solely on the borough in isolation without justifying the geographic 

scope of its assessment of need. 

• Other authorities within the Coventry and Warwickshire LEP area have more 

explicitly described this geography as their FEMA. It could be similarly 

considered reasonable to define the Coventry and Warwickshire authorities as 

the relevant FEMA for North Warwickshire. 

• The inherent complexities of this geography must be recognised given that the 

economic influence of Birmingham extends into and overlaps with the CWLEP 

geography, and specifically with North Warwickshire. 

• The definition of the FEMA also should not preclude the identification of 

distinct ‘sub-markets with specific features’, as confirmed by the PPG. In this 

regard, it is important to recognise the market geography established by the 

M42 belt where the boundaries of Birmingham, Solihull, North Warwickshire 

and Tamworth converge.   

• The existence of or needs of this market area, as defined in the West Midlands 

Strategic Employment Sites Study (WMSESS), have not been acknowledged 

within the submission version of the Local Plan, or the underlying evidence 

base commissioned by the Council. 

• The failure to acknowledge the existence of this distinct sub-market, or take 

account of its specific needs, represents a significant omission which threatens 

the soundness of the Local Plan.  

 

2.1 Local authority boundaries are rarely representative of the full extent of functional 

economies, or the commercial property markets in which businesses’ needs are met 

through supply. Applicable Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) therefore makes clear 

that needs should be assessed within the relevant functional economic market area3 

(FEMA). 

2.2 The PPG recognises that ‘there is no standard approach to defining a functional 

economic market area’, but states that ‘the geography of commercial property markets 

should be thought of in terms of the requirements of the market in terms of the location 

of premises, and the spatial factors used in analysing demand and supply’4. It further 

recognises the potential to ‘identify sub-markets with specific features’, and confirms 

                                                           
3 PPG Reference ID 2a-008-20140306 
4 PPG Reference ID 2a-012-20140306 
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that it may be appropriate to investigate these markets ‘to create a detailed picture of 

local need’5. Different ‘market segments’ should also be recognised, given that not all 

types of development appeal to the same occupiers6. 

Functional Economic Market Area 

2.3 While the submission version of the Local Plan clearly acknowledges that North 

Warwickshire is located within two housing market areas – which respectively span 

Coventry and Warwickshire, and extend across Greater Birmingham – it fails to 

similarly acknowledge or define the extent of the FEMA. 

2.4 Such an explicit definition is also absent from the employment land evidence 

commissioned by the Council, which focuses solely on the borough in isolation without 

justifying the geographic scope of its assessment. Although the implications of its 

location within a wider housing market area have been considered within this 

evidence, there has been no appraisal of the extent to which this represents an 

appropriate FEMA for the borough. The wider factors to be taken into account in 

defining a FEMA – as listed in the PPG – are not considered. 

2.5 The evidence base does, however, acknowledge that regional and sub-regional studies 

have been produced to consider employment land requirements7. Reference is made 

to: 

• The West Midlands Strategic Employment Sites Study, which is regional in 

scope; and 

• The Coventry and Warwickshire Employment Land Use Study, which was 

commissioned by the Local Enterprise Partnership (CWLEP) and therefore 

primarily focuses on employment land within this geography. The study 

references the PPG and its requirement to define FEMAs, with 

acknowledgement that ‘in the case of this report [the FEMA] is the CWLEP area, 

with reference to the wider West Midlands property market and particularly the 

‘Golden Triangle’ for distribution’8. 

2.6 It is noted that other authorities within the CWLEP area have more explicitly described 

this geography as their FEMA, due to the relatively high containment of commuters, 

the existence of a recognised housing market area and the administrative geographies 

that are in place9. 

2.7 On the same basis, it could be similarly considered reasonable to define the Coventry 

and Warwickshire authorities as the relevant FEMA for North Warwickshire. In doing 

                                                           
5 PPG Reference ID 2a-008-20140306 
6 Ibid 
7 GL Hearn (2016) Addendum to 2013 Employment Land Review, North Warwickshire Borough Council; paragraph 

3.4 (CD8/7) 
8 CBRE (2015) Coventry and Warwickshire Employment Land Use Study, p13 
9 Rugby Borough Council (2017) Local Plan Examination Hearing Statement: Matter 2b – employment land, 

paragraph 2.4 
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so, however, the inherent complexities of this geography must be recognised, as 

identified even prior to the formation of the LEP. 

2.8 A 2010 study10 produced by Warwickshire County Council but omitted from the 

Council’s examination library concluded that Coventry, Warwickshire and neighbouring 

Solihull collectively represent a ‘well contained sub-region’, albeit Solihull was found to 

have stronger connections with Birmingham and therefore wholly fell outside of a 

defined “core”. The northern part of North Warwickshire and the north-western part 

of Stratford were also found to be strongly influenced by the wider Birmingham sub-

region ‘in terms of commuting flows, housing markets, retail and leisure activities’. This 

shows that the economic influence of Birmingham extends into and overlaps with the 

CWLEP geography, and specifically with North Warwickshire.  

2.9 On the basis of its application in other Local Plans within the CWLEP area, it is 

considered broadly appropriate for the purpose of plan-making in North Warwickshire 

to reference this geography as representing the FEMA. The definition of the CWLEP 

area as an appropriate FEMA for North Warwickshire, however, must not disregard the 

importance of the identified functional economic relationship with Birmingham. 

Sub-markets with Specific Features 

2.10 The definition of the FEMA also should not preclude the identification of distinct ‘sub-

markets with specific features’, as confirmed by the PPG which further states that 

these areas often warrant specific investigation to understand their local needs11. This 

should also appreciate how different types of economic development appeal to 

different occupiers. 

2.11 In this regard, it is important to note the analysis of market geographies within the 

West Midlands Strategic Employment Sites Study. This concluded that: 

“…the demand for large-scale industrial space in the West Midlands is most intensive 

along an ‘M42 belt’ that lies at the boundary between the Birmingham & Solihull LEP, 

Coventry & Warwickshire and Staffordshire (more specifically, where the boundaries of 

Birmingham, Solihull, North Warwickshire and Tamworth converge)“12 (emphasis 

added) 

2.12 The geographic extent of this area (‘Area A’) is shown in the following plan, which has 

been reproduced by Turley to include local authority boundaries and more clearly 

highlight the path of the M42 motorway. 

                                                           
10 Warwickshire County Council (2010) Coventry & Warwickshire Economic Assessment Topic Paper 1: the 

functional economic geography of the Coventry, Solihull and Warwickshire sub-region 
11 PPG Reference ID 2a-008-20140306 
12 PBA and JLL (2015) West Midlands Strategic Employment Sites Study, paragraph 4.71 
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Figure 2.1: M42 Belt – “Area A” 

 
Source: PBA/JLL, 2015 

2.13 The study proceeds to confirm that this area accounts for ‘a disproportionate amount 

of take-up at the 100,000 sq ft+ size band’, and states that: 

“…these geographic preferences reflect proximity to motorways and the ability to 
service a large proportion of the population within given drive times. Further to the 
west and north this advantage drops off, particularly given the perceived delays 
associated with the M6 through North Birmingham and the Black Country. The 
proximity to automotive facilities at Hams Hall, Solihull, Castle Bromwich and Coventry 
may also be important; as is the ability to access the aerospace cluster around Derby 
via the M42”13 

2.14 The corridor is evidently characterised by its excellent connectivity, which provides 

occupiers with access to national networks, markets, major conurbations and supply 

chain routes. Its proximity to major automotive businesses such as Jaguar Land Rover 

(JLR) at Castle Bromwich and Solihull provides unique supply chain opportunities 

through manufacturing and logistics networks, while access to two intermodal 

terminals – at Hams Hall and Birmingham Intermodal Freight Terminal (BIFT) – also 

creates the prospect of mode shift for long distance freight. This can support 

businesses’ commercial viability and deliver carbon savings. 

2.15 There is therefore an evidenced and distinct sub-market which exists within and 

adjacent to North Warwickshire, with specific features that appeal to a specific 

segment of the commercial market. The existence of or needs of this market have not 

                                                           
13 Ibid, paragraph 4.74 
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been acknowledged within the submission version of the Local Plan, or the underlying 

evidence base commissioned by the Council. 

Implications for the Soundness of the Draft Plan 

2.16 As highlighted by the Inspector in his introduction to Matter 5, the PPG requires 

employment needs to be assessed within functional economic market areas. 

2.17 The submission version of the Local Plan fails to acknowledge or define the extent of 

the FEMA in which North Warwickshire is located. The employment land evidence 

commissioned by the Council fails to justify its sole focus on the borough in isolation. 

This approach is not considered to be sound.  

2.18 On the basis of the approach taken within other Local Plans in the area, it is considered 

that Coventry and Warwickshire can be viewed as an appropriate FEMA for the 

purpose of plan-making in North Warwickshire. The Local Plan should therefore take 

full account of the need for employment land within this functional area. Such a 

definition should not, however, dismiss the inherent complexities of this geography, or 

disregard the significant influence of Birmingham within the northern parts of the 

borough in particular. 

2.19 The specific needs of distinct sub-markets should also be taken into consideration, 

including the M42 corridor of which North Warwickshire constitutes a significant part. 

This area has a unique appeal to large-scale industrial occupiers, based on its 

connectivity, proximity to major automotive businesses and supply chain 

opportunities. There is evidence that this locational advantage diminishes beyond the 

area in which the boundary of North Warwickshire converges with Birmingham, 

Solihull and Tamworth. However, the submission version of the Local Plan fails to 

acknowledge the existence of this distinct market, or take account of its specific needs. 

This represents a significant omission which threatens the soundness of the Local Plan, 

and is further considered in later sections of this report. 

2.20 Whilst it is recognised that the Draft Local Plan and Policy LP6 must consider local 

needs, in the development of its strategic planning the current failure to recognise the 

wider role of the borough within the context of these market geographies represents a 

fundamental shortcoming of the Plan in its current form. IM Properties maintains, 

therefore, that in the context of the compelling market evidence presented later within 

this report and previously submitted representations, the derived maximum need for 

100 ha14, in isolation, is not a robust basis for future planning.   

 

                                                           
14 North Warwickshire – Update to the Employment Land Review for the Period 2011-33, GL Hearn, September 2017, Figure 3 
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3. A Lack of Alignment with the LEP Strategy and 
Planned Growth Projects  

Key Point Summary 

• The Draft Local Plan is being prepared against the backdrop of a once in a 

generation level of economic investment and ambition – both nationally and 

across the Midlands. 

• The ambition for growth in the Midlands, and more locally in the LEP in which 

North Warwickshire is located, has been previously articulated through the 

Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) of the Coventry and Warwickshire LEP which is 

targeting above trend growth in both GVA and employment over the period to 

2030.  

• Automotive, Construction, ICT, Architecture/Civil Engineering and Logistics 

sectors are cited by the CWLEP as being the main sectors expected to 

contribute to building on the recent successes in growing the economy 

• The subsequently published SEP for the WMCA articulates a further layer of 

ambition captured in the headline objective to deliver 500,000 new jobs across 

the combined authority area. 

• The Local Plan fails to respond positively to the LEP Strategy and WMCA SEP 

and lacks ambition. It also fails to appreciate and positively respond to the 

economic opportunities generated by large scale investment projects in the 

region – in particular HS2 and the expansion of Birmingham International 

Airport.  

• The approach conflicts with one of the core planning principles embedded in 

the NPPF, and significantly challenges the extent to which it has been positively 

prepared. The approach is therefore not considered to be sound. 

 

3.1 North Warwickshire’s location within a wider functional economic geography – as 

identified in section 2 – means that it must play a role in achieving the stated ambitions 

for this area. These ambitions are set by Government, the West Midlands Combined 

Authority (WMCA) and the LEP. The scale of ambition and the planned investment and 

realisation of the strategic assets upon which it is based therefore forms a critical 

context for the development of North Warwickshire’s Local Plan. 

3.2 The Government’s goals and expectations for economic growth remain clear and 

provide an important and positive investment context for the Midlands region, built 

around an aspiration to create a nationally resilient economy. 
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3.3 The Government continues to recognise that ‘improving productivity is vital to building 

an economy fit for the future’15. To this end, boosting productivity and earning power 

throughout the UK represents the central aim of the Government’s Industrial Strategy 

white paper16.  

3.4 The Industrial Strategy explicitly seeks to transform the country’s economic geography 

through investment in infrastructure, with a clear recognition that infrastructure 

choices must be made to support long-term productivity. This requires a more 

geographically balanced approach which links up people and markets to attract and 

target investment.  

3.5 Of particular relevance in planning for employment land is the recognition that local 

insights are needed to develop clear, long-term strategies for the successful future 

growth of local economies. The Industrial Strategy also expresses support for LEPs’ 

continued roles as influential local leaders and figureheads for economic success, 

providing a clear strategy for local and national partnership. 

3.6 The Draft Local Plan is evidently being prepared against the backdrop of a once in a 

generation level of economic investment and ambition – both nationally and across the 

Midlands. This strategic ambition is articulated within the Midlands Engine Strategy 

(March 2017) which is stated as representing a ‘demonstration of the government’s 

commitment to making the Midlands a powerful engine for economic growth’ 

(foreword).  

The Local Enterprise Partnership Strategy 

3.7 The ambition for growth in the Midlands, and more locally in the LEP in which North 

Warwickshire is located, has been previously articulated through the Strategic 

Economic Plan (SEP) of the Coventry and Warwickshire LEP.   

3.8 In August 2016 the CWLEP published an Updated Strategic Economic Plan. The SEP 

sought to respond to the changing national context as well as the emergence of the 

WMCA.  

3.9 The updated SEP targets:  

• A minimum growth rate of 3.3% per annum to remove the output gap by 2030. 

• A GVA per annum increase of £15.823 billion by 2030. 

• An economy which will employ an additional 94,500 people by 2030. 

• The provision of 75,000 - 76,000 new homes by 2030. 

3.10 The Update also confirms that the main sectors expected to contribute to building on 

the recent successes in growing the economy include the Automotive, Construction, 

ICT, Architecture/Civil Engineering and Logistics sectors. 

                                                           
15 HM Treasury (2017) Autumn Budget, para 4.3 
16 HM Government (2017) Industrial Strategy – building a Britain fit for the future 
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3.11 In order to unlock growth potential the updated SEP states that: 

“It is recognised that the ambitious plans CWLEP and its partners have for the area, 

building on the very positive growth of key sectors in recent years, has driven the take 

up of land on high-quality sites. These sites are now close to being exhausted and future 

growth will be constrained unless currently proposed sites are delivered and future sites 

are identified.”17 

3.12 It also goes onto confirm: 

“The scarcity of available land in the short-term has the potential to damage the 

economic prospects of the area by preventing investment opportunities to be fully 

secured. Indeed, there is the risk that potential investors would be forced to consider 

alternative locations outside of Coventry & Warwickshire…Moreover, there is a 

particular need for additional strategic sites that are capable of accommodating the 

largest storage and distribution requirements and sites suitable for development as 

R&D centres, in order for CWLEP to achieve its targets in relation to the growth of the 

local automotive cluster.”18 

3.13 The SEP and its Update explicitly highlight the need and importance of ensuring a 

portfolio of strategic employment sites is planned for in the immediate term in order to 

capture investment and generate the levels of job growth aimed for. This should form a 

key consideration for the development of Local Plans in the LEP area. 

3.14 The subsequently published SEP for the WMCA articulated a further layer of ambition 

captured in the headline objective to deliver 500,000 new jobs across the combined 

authority (including North Warwickshire). This scale of ambition and the planned 

investment and realisation of the strategic assets upon which it is based forms a critical 

context for the development of North Warwickshire’s Local Plan.  

3.15 It is evident that both Government and the WMCA remain committed to the aim of 

bringing increased productivity and improved life chances to the West Midlands, as 

part of realising the potential of the Midlands Engine as a key growth centre for the UK. 

This is in evidence in the signing of a second devolution deal19 to promote growth and 

in response to the need for the WMCA to develop a local industrial strategy to shape 

the long-term vision for growth in the area. 

3.16 It is notable that a sufficient supply of developable land for employment use has been 

identified by the WMCA and LEP as an important pre-requisite for the delivery of wider 

economic ambition. This is latterly addressed by a number of objectives within the 

WMCA SEP, including the need to “improve the quantity of high quality, readily 

available development sites to high quality locations that meet housing and business 

needs” which will be measured by “an additional 1,600 ha of industrial land 

available”20 by 2030. 

                                                           
17

 Updated Strategic Economic Plan: CWLEP, August 2016 p 24 
18

 Ibid, page 24 
19 A Second Devolution Deal to Promote Growth, HM Treasury and WMCA, 2017 
20 West Midlands Combined Authority, Strategic Economic Plan, 2016, p13 
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3.17 Although acknowledged within the evidence base, the Local Plan fails to respond 

positively to the LEP Strategy and WMCA SEP. This concern has previously been raised 

by the CWLEP in earlier rounds of consultation with them concluding that “the Draft 

Plan fails to acknowledge the growth context set by both the Coventry and 

Warwickshire SEP (updated 2016) and the proposals set out in the WMCA Strategic 

Economic Plan 2016. In this sense the Plan lacks ambition and needs to reflect the wider 

economic growth ambitions for the region as a whole” 21.  

Appreciating the implications of large scale economic projects 

3.18 North Warwickshire sits at the heart of a region that is set to benefit from significant 

levels of infrastructure investment. This will support the continued generation of 

employment opportunities within the borough. 

3.19 The Inspector has highlighted three such investments in particular: 

• HS2 and the Birmingham Interchange, which are expressly intended to act as 

catalysts for economic growth and have the potential to transform the economy 

of the West Midlands through the creation of more than 100,000 jobs. 

Thousands of supply chain opportunities are also anticipated22; 

• Birmingham Airport, which is implementing a masterplan to 2030 designed to 

support its ‘role as a major contributor and stimulus to the economic activity and 

regeneration of the West Midlands’23. The airport already supports some 25,000 

jobs across the region, with scope to significantly increase its economic 

contribution in the future24; and 

• MIRA Technology Park, which is the UK’s only Enterprise Zone focused on the 

transport sector and currently accommodates Europe’s largest cluster of 

automotive R&D companies. Its manufacturing capabilities are set to be 

expanded through the addition of a new Southern Manufacturing Sector, which 

is expected to accommodate more than 1,000 jobs25.  

3.20 The Council has failed to give detailed consideration to the potential economic effect of 

these projects in North Warwickshire. The Draft Local Plan largely focuses on perceived 

negative effects of such investments, for instance by stating an intention to exploit ‘the 

opportunities of improved access to jobs and services’ created by expansion of nearby 

airports but focusing primarily on the potential ‘increase in the amount of traffic’26. The 

close proximity of three airports is suggested as a potential constraint to development 

within the borough, without clear justification27. Indeed, the Draft Local Plan 

                                                           
21 Representations to the North Warwickshire Local Plan: Submission Draft 2011-2033, CWLEP, January 2018, p1 
22 https://www.wmca.org.uk/what-we-do/hs2/our-vision/ 
23 Birmingham International Airport (2007) Towards 2030: planning a sustainable future for air transport in the 

Midlands, paragraph 7.1.3 
24 York Aviation (2015) The West Midlands Aviation Opportunity: an analysis of the economic value and potential of 

Birmingham Airport 
25 https://midlandsukmipim.com/partners/mira/ 
26 North Warwickshire Borough Council (2018) North Warwickshire Local Plan Submission, paragraph 2.13 
27 Ibid, paragraph 2.13 
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collectively views such ‘schemes and developments’ as ‘pressure on the western and 

southern boundaries’ which must be ‘mitigated’ rather than exploited28. 

3.21 There is, however, later acknowledgement of the positive economic impacts which can 

be generated through these projects: 

“There is the Horiba MIRA Technology Park, an Enterprise Zone, south of the A5 

primarily aimed at research and development. Plans for the redevelopment of UK 

Central around the HS2 Interchange Station on the south west border of the Borough 

are also expected to provide higher skilled jobs opportunities. With the development of 

the latter two sites, this will change the local market and provide opportunities to 

diversify the local economy for different types of employment growth”29 

3.22 Although the Council subsequently confirms that it is ‘keen to exploit these 

opportunities’, this is not manifest elsewhere in the Draft Local Plan. It is clear, for 

example, in stating that ‘pressure for development around the new HS2 railway station 

at the NEC will be resisted’30. 

3.23 This is despite acknowledgement in the evidence base that the ‘excellent national 

connectivity’ of this location could lead to ‘substantive office development’ being 

brought forward31. Even aside from HS2, the 2013 ELR highlighted that ‘the proximity 

to Birmingham Airport’ assists the area and ‘that more should be done to capitalise on 

the airport’32. The borough was also seen to be ‘well positioned’ to capture demand 

arising from the sub-regional clustering of advanced manufacturing and engineering, 

reflecting its proximity to developments such as MIRA Technology Park33. 

3.24 The NPPF makes clear that ‘every effort should be made’ to ‘respond positively to wider 

opportunities for growth’, in order to ‘proactively drive and support sustainable 

economic development’34. It explicitly requires authorities to ‘plan positively for the 

location, promotion and expansion of clusters or networks of knowledge driven, 

creative or high technology industries’35. 

3.25 The failure to appreciate and positively respond to the economic opportunities 

generated by large scale investment projects in the region – and the proximate 

clustering of high technology industries – is therefore considered to conflict with the 

NPPF. 

                                                           
28 Ibid, paragraph 2.14 
29 Ibid, paragraph 9.4 
30 Ibid, paragraph 12.18 
31 GL Hearn (2016) Addendum to 2013 Employment Land Review, North Warwickshire Borough Council; paragraph 

3.8 (CD8/7) 
32 GL Hearn (2013) Employment Land Review Update, North Warwickshire Borough Council; paragraph 5.15 (CD8/6) 
33 Ibid, paragraph 7.59 
34 DCLG (2012) National Planning Policy Framework, paragraph 17 
35 Ibid, paragraph 21 
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Implications for the Soundness of the Draft Plan 

3.26 Aside from the Council’s failure to adequately acknowledge its location within a 

functional economic geography which spans Coventry and Warwickshire – with its 

northern parts in particular also influenced by Birmingham – this section has also 

highlighted a lack of alignment with the economic strategies established by the CWLEP 

and the WMCA.  

3.27 It is apparent that the evidence of employment needs and its translation into policy has 

not been adequately informed by LEP strategies, nor have the specific areas of 

economic growth and objectives in relation to the provision of land supply been 

appropriately responded to.  

3.28 The failure to recognise the prospective contribution of North Warwickshire towards 

achieving the objectives and vision established for the CWLEP area and the wider West 

Midlands conurbation represents a fundamental shortcoming of the Local Plan in its 

current form.  

3.29 Similarly, the Draft Local Plan does not appreciate or positively respond to the 

economic opportunities generated by large scale investment projects in the region, and 

indeed focuses largely on perceived negative effects of such investments.  

3.30 This conflicts with one of the core planning principles embedded in the NPPF, and 

significantly challenges the extent to which it has been positively prepared. The 

approach is therefore not considered to be sound. 
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4. A Longstanding Evidenced Need for Strategic 
Sites  

Key Point Summary 

• The Council’s evidence base identifies significant continued demand for 

employment land in the borough; driven particularly by demand for B8 

distribution space.  

• The sub-regional evidence base, assembled following the examination of the 

Core Strategy, indicates an immediate need for additional strategic 

employment sites across the West Midlands, and more locally across the M42 

Corridor, to address shortages of supply36.  

• It is widely acknowledged that future growth across the CWLEP and WMCA 

areas will be constrained unless currently proposed sites are delivered and 

future sites are identified. These sites are expected to be considered as ‘over 

and above’ provision to meet local needs. 

• Updated market evidence submitted by IM Properties in March 2018 confirmed 

that the need for additional strategic sites in the M42 corridor remains and has 

intensified.  

• The CWLEP37 have raised a similar concern highlighting a shortage of large 

allocations (over 25ha) that can fulfil a sub-regional role38. They also highlight 

that in North Warwickshire there are currently no major inward investment 

sites which could be categorised as ‘oven ready’ and immediately available to 

the market.  

• It is of significant ongoing concern that the Submission Local Plan fails to 

acknowledge the sub-regional need for additional employment land and 

respond positively through the identification of additional strategic 

employment land provision in North Warwickshire. 

• In the context of the clear advice offered by the Inspector examining the 

Adopted Core Strategy39 the failure to adequately consider this issue continues 

to provide a significant gap in the evidence base used to justify the Submission 

Local Plan. Without action to address the very significant issues outlined above 

the North Warwickshire Local Plan is unsound.  

 

 

                                                           
36 ‘West Midlands Strategic Employment Sites Study’, PBA/JLL, September 2015 
37 Ibid  
38 Representations to the North Warwickshire Local Plan: Submission Draft 2011-2033, CWLEP, January 2018, p4 
39 North Warwickshire Local Plan: Core Strategy, Inspector’s Report, September 2014, paragraph 47 
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4.1 As demonstrated in sections 2 and 3, North Warwickshire evidently benefits from its 

strategic location within a number of established economic geographies.  The need for 

strategic sites across these different geographies has been expressly articulated 

through a series of evidence base documents conducted across the CWLEP area and 

wider West Midlands over the past 3 years.  

4.2 It is notable that the updated evidence base referenced by the Inspector examining the 

Core Strategy has both been published and clearly evidenced a need to provide for 

additional regional strategic employment sites. 

4.3 This evidence base has clearly articulated the significant scale of need and demand for 

strategic employment sites across the wider functional geography within which North 

Warwickshire is located. Importantly, this evidence has also articulated the need for 

such sites more locally within the M42 corridor introduced in section 2.  

4.4 The headline findings from this extensive evidence base, which has been available 

through the development of the Draft Local Plan, is summarised in Table 4.1 overleaf.  
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Table 4.1: Summary of published evidence on strategic employment land needs (in chronological order) 

Document  Prepared by Evidenced need for strategic sites 

Employment 

Land Review 

Update 

(September 2013) 

(CD8/6) 

GL Hearn on 

behalf of NWBC 

The study was prepared to inform the strategic policies within the Adopted Core Strategy. It 

presented forecasts for employment land demand in North Warwickshire, taking account of 

economic projections and past take-up trends. Paragraph 8.5 confirms that the “evidence identifies 

that there is likely to be relatively significant continued demand for employment land in the borough; 

driven particularly by demand for B8 distribution space”40. It was subsequently concluded that to 

support the level and nature of employment growth forecast, there is a demand for between 212 

and 410 hectares of employment land. Based on the adopted methodology the ELR concluded that 

the Council should make provision for 70ha of employment land over the period from 2006 to 2028 

in order to support local employment growth. An assessed 40ha related to local warehouse and 

distribution needs. This represented a disaggregated position based on ‘locally arising needs’ (i.e. 

excluding national/regional demand), with the resultant requirement being a significant reduction 

from that forecast using the labour demand and past take approach approaches (calculated at 

212ha and 410ha respectively).The justification for this apparently arbitrary adjustment is not 

adequately evidenced and at the time of the Core Strategy EiP drew significant criticism from 

Turley41 and more recently by JLL on behalf of St Modwen42.  

The study goes on to recommend that the ‘regional’ element of demand (equivalent to between 

172ha and 340ha if the 70ha is subtracted) should be considered at the very least at a LEP or West 

Midlands level. It was subsequently confirmed by the Inspector examining the Core Strategy that 

this is a need the Council ‘does nothing to meet’43 with a main modification (MM42) committing 

NWBC to review the Core Strategy should sub-regional evidence base studies (in production at the 

time) identify a need for more logistics floorspace in the borough 44.  

                                                           
40 Employment Land Review Update’, GL Hearn, 2013, p94 para 8.6 
41 ‘Supplementary Comment’ and ‘Further Statement’ submitted on behalf of IM Properties Plc, Turley 2014 
42 APP/R3705/W/15/3136495, Proof of Evidence by Peter Leaver, JLL, August 2016 
43 North Warwickshire Local Plan: Core Strategy, Inspector’s Report, September 2014, paragraph 46 
44 Ibid, paragraph 47 
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Document  Prepared by Evidenced need for strategic sites 

Coventry and 

Warwickshire 

Employment 

Land Use Study 

(August 2015) 

CBRE on behalf 

of the CWLEP 

This study provided an assessment of the objectively assessed need (OAN) for employment land in 

the Coventry and Warwickshire LEP area over the period to 2031. It assessed future demand as 

ranging from 353ha under a sectorial labour demand scenario to 637ha to 660ha when past take up 

trends are taken into account. The assessed supply amounted to approximately 307ha which was 

concluded to be insufficient to meet the recommended OAN in the CWLEP for between 637ha and 

660ha based on past take up. The study concluded that “future growth will be constrained unless 

currently proposed sites are delivered and future sites are identified” and that consideration should 

be given to the need for up to two additional strategic sites which meet certain location criteria 

with regards to access to “labour market, supply chain and delivery markets and strategic 

infrastructure”45.     

 

West Midlands 

Strategic 

Employment Sites 

Study (WMESS) 

Stage 1 

(September 2015) 

PBA/JLL on 

behalf of the 

West Midlands 

Local Authority 

Chief Executives 

The WMSESS46 highlights the immediate need for additional strategic employment sites across the 

West Midlands, and more locally across the M42 Corridor, to address shortages of supply. These 

sites are expected to be considered as ‘over and above’ provision to meet local needs. 

The study confirms that the supply of strategic sites is intrinsically linked to the sustainable 

operation of the local and sub-regional economy and forms a critical part of the areas 

infrastructure, supporting the areas manufacturing supply chains to function effectively through 

movement of goods and components. 

The study concluded that the planned land supply for large scale industrial units falls severely short 

in areas of highest demand, with the shortage particularly acute in the M42 belt to the east of 

Birmingham (‘Area A’ illustrated in Figure 2.1) where the boundaries of Birmingham, Solihull, North 

Warwickshire and Tamworth converge, with just 3.7 years of immediately available industrial land 

supply remaining.  

 

                                                           
45 Coventry and Warwickshire Employment Land Use Study, CBRE, August 2015, p8 
46 ‘West Midlands Strategic Employment Sites Study’, PBA/JLL, September 2015 
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Document  Prepared by Evidenced need for strategic sites 

WMCA Strategic 

Economic Plan 

(SEP) 

  

WMCA The WMCA SEP aims to create 500,000 additional jobs and secure GVA 5% higher than the national 

average by 203047. To help achieve this, the SEP includes eight “priority actions” which seek to build 

on the West Midlands’ key economic strengths and assets. In sectoral terms this includes, amongst 

other factors, harnessing the potential of high value manufacturing businesses and their supply 

chains.  

The SEP recognises that “the area’s good track record of securing inward investment is in danger of 

being constrained by an impending shortage of large strategic sites with significant costs in land 

remediation and assembly needed in order to bring forward a pipeline of sites for employment use”48. 

This is addressed by a number of objectives including the need to “improve the quantity of high 

quality, readily available development sites to high quality locations that meet housing and business 

needs” which will be measured by “an additional 1,600 ha of industrial land available49” by 2030.  

West Midlands 

Land 

Commission: 

Final Report 

(February 2017) 

Metro Dynamics 

on behalf of 

WMCA 

The report responds to concerns that the delivery of the WMCA SEP could be constrained by a lack 

of developable land. Since being established in early 2016 the WMLC has undertaken detailed 

research to identify the means by which the stock of developable land can be increased with a view 

of raising the level of housing completions and the stock of developable employment sites to 

accommodate the ambitious levels of growth outlined in the WMCA SEP. 

Six ‘game-changers’ for the land market in the West Midlands were subsequently identified50. They 

included, among other factors a strategic review of the green belt in the geographical areas covered 

by the WMCA, in recognition that even an effective, well-funded remediation programme is unlikely 

to provide a sufficient supply of developable land to meet the SEPs ambitions and targets.  

 

 

                                                           
47 West Midlands Combined Authority (2016) ‘Strategic Economic Plan’ 
48 Ibid, p21 
49 Ibid, p13 
50 West Midlands Land Commission (2017) ‘Final Report to the West Midlands Combined Authority Board’ 
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Document  Prepared by Evidenced need for strategic sites 

Go for Growth: 

Land for Jobs” – 

Delivering a 

Prosperous 

Future for 

Coventry and 

Warwickshire: A 

“Call to Action” 

on Employment 

Land (2017) 

Coventry and 

Warwickshire 

Chamber of 

Commerce 

The Coventry and Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce has previously advised that a fundamental 

barrier to business expansion and growth in the sub-region is the shortage of premises for offices, 

industry and warehousing. Their plight was acknowledged by a Planning Inspector in 2016 who cited 

the problem as“…particularly acute and, if not addressed in the very near future, will mean that 

plans for growth, change and investment by SMEs and major employers will be severely 

hampered.”51.   The ‘Go for Growth’ paper reaffirms the concern that there remains just 2.5 years 

supply of strategic (i.e. over 2ha) readily available sites across the Coventry and Warwickshire LEP 

area. They go on to highlight the collective failure of the Local Plan process to deliver what is 

needed in terms of employment land, citing a need for in excess of 1,000 ha to 203152. Their 

campaign highlights that the lack of land is not a developer specific issue, but a common concern 

from those representing business across the CWLEP area. 

 

Midland Connect 

Strategy: 

Powering the 

Midlands Engine 

(March 2017) 

Midlands 

Connect 

Strategy recognises that the Midlands Engine’s ambitions for growth will require the delivery of 

significant amounts of new employment floor space across the Midlands53. It identifies that SEPs 

produced by LEPs across the Midlands contain aspirations for over 700,000 jobs. Although over half 

are located in a number of key growth sites, there remains a shortfall of sites and premises to fully 

meet this aspirational target.  

 

 

 

                                                           
51

 APP/R3705/W/15/3136495, paragraph 53 
52

 Go for Growth: Land for Jobs” – Delivering a Prosperous Future for Coventry and Warwickshire: A “Call to Action” on Employment Land, Coventry and Warwickshire Chamber of 
Commerce, 2017 
53

 Midlands connect Strategy: Powering the Midlands Engine, Midlands Connect, March 2017, paragraph 2.7 
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Evidence submitted by IM Properties confirming the ongoing need for 

Strategic Sites in the M42 Corridor 

4.5 As part of IM Properties representations to the March 2017 Draft Local Plan, a report 

was submitted by Turley54 to provide updated evidence on the need for strategic 

employment sites and the immediately available supply within the M42 Corridor (Area 

A). These representations were informed by market evidence prepared by CBRE55 and 

highlighted the continued constrained supply position, particularly for larger sites 

suitable for accommodating 100,000 sq ft+ units. It was concluded that whilst the 

allocation of Peddimore had made a positive contribution to both the immediate and 

longer term supply, the M42 corridor still had insufficient supply to accommodate 

demand in the short term.  

4.6 Updated market evidence submitted to the Council in March 2018 confirmed that the 

need for additional strategic sites in the M42 corridor remains and has intensified as 

evidenced by:  

• Strong take up in the M42 Corridor (Area A), which although being constrained 

by supply, equated to 1.59 million sq ft.  

• A pipeline of land that is not being replenished fast enough. The assessed supply 

equated to around 152 acres (net) at the time.  

• A growing pipeline of 11 million sq ft of unmet requirements in the market.  

• Growing occupier demand attributable to the growth and related demand from 

JLR and its first and second tier component suppliers. 

4.7 It was concluded that the corridor had just 2.6 years-worth of supply when 

benchmarked against average annual take up rates over a 4 year period, with this 

evidently representing a worsening position relative to that previously reported in the 

WMSESS.  

Evidence submitted by the CWLEP confirming an ongoing need for Strategic 

Sites in North Warwickshire  

4.8 As identified in section 3, it is considered that the level of employment land proposed 

within the Local Plan is inconsistent with the overall vision for and potential of the 

CWLEP and WMCA area. This position is reaffirmed by the CWLEP (SLP288) in its 

submission to the Regulation 19 Plan. The CWLEP makes specific reference to the Draft 

Local Plan within this context, noting: ‘…the Plan is issued at a time when the take up of 

employment land across the C&W sub region is at very high levels and the stock of 

allocated and available land sometimes called “oven ready” land is very small and 

continues to shrink. In North Warwickshire there are currently no major inward 

investment sites which could be categorised as oven ready and immediately available 

to the market. This should be a major concern to all.’ 

                                                           
54 Junction 9, M42: Economic and Employment Land Report, Turley, March 2017 
55 Junction 9, M42: Review of Midlands Logistics Market & Current Development Supply Activity’, CBRE, March 2017 
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4.9 The representation goes on to cite a number of factors that evidence the ongoing 

shortage of sites to meet immediate requirements, including “an absence of large 

allocations (over 25ha) that can fulfil a sub-regional role and are likely to be attractive 

to major inward investors” 56.  

4.10 These conclusions follow the CWLEPs updated estimate of the current and emerging 

strategic employment land development pipeline which shows the supply of land 

across all local authorities in the CWLEP area. It is notable from this review that there 

are also no ‘new’ employment sites being planned for in the M42 corridor that can 

fulfil a sub-regional role. 

4.11 The CWLEP goes on to conclude that “if growth persists then the levels provided in the 

plan will be insufficient” 57. The LEP recommend that the Council “should review the 

proposed level of growth in the context of the ambitions of both national and regional 

aspirations. It should ensure that the levels of provision of employment land are 

sufficient to facilitate economic growth targets and ambitions and that the local 

economy is not held back by a lack of choice and a failure to address the needs of all 

sectors…”58. 

4.12 In agreement with the CWLEP, it is evident that the Draft Local Plan, and in particular 

the approach to employment land provision, lacks the necessary ambition to maximise 

the economic potential of the sub-region. It does not align with the level of ambition 

envisaged by the LEP, nor is it proactive in seeking opportunities for further growth 

beyond its locally assessed needs. It has not been positively prepared. 

The Local Plan’s failure to respond to this evidence base 

4.13 It is of ongoing concern that the Council itself has acknowledged the recognised need 

for additional strategic employment sites which could be appropriately located within 

North Warwickshire59, yet appears to be unwilling to allocate sufficient land for this 

purpose within its Draft Local Plan.  

4.14 In the context of the clear need for such a site in the area in which North Warwickshire 

is located, and an inevitable shortfall position in the short-term, the Draft Local Plan is 

considered an inadequate response to the sub-regional evidence base. Critically, no 

attempt is made to reflect upon the updated sub-regional evidence or indeed more 

recent market signals evidence submitted by IM Properties in response to the Council’s 

previous rounds of consultation on the Draft Local Plan.  This is considered to represent 

a fundamental continued flaw in the approach taken by the Council in its approach to 

the development of the Draft Plan. 

4.15 In the context of the clear advice offered by the Inspector examining the adopted Core 

Strategy60 the failure to adequately consider this issue continues to provide a 

significant gap in the evidence base used to justify the Draft Local Plan. IM Properties 

                                                           
56 Representations to the North Warwickshire Local Plan: Submission Draft 2011-2033, CWLEP, January 2018, p4 
57 Ibid, p4 
58 Ibid 
59 Board Report of the Head of Planning into Hams Hall application (ref PAP/2016/0399), NWBC, November 2016 
60 North Warwickshire Local Plan: Core Strategy, Inspector’s Report, September 2014, paragraph 47 
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maintains, therefore, that without action to address the very significant issues outlined 

above the North Warwickshire Local Plan is unsound.  

The deficiencies of the current approach 

4.16 Policy LP6 of the Draft Local Plan provides for ‘around 100 hectares of employment 

land’. This is referenced as being directly linked to the provision of housing, given the 

assertion that ‘further employment land’ – beyond the claimed local need for 58 

hectares – would be ‘required if further housing growth is possible’. This approach 

implies that around 100 hectares of land would be required if 9,600 homes were 

provided in the borough61. The latter incorporates a redistribution of housing need 

from elsewhere in the Coventry and Warwickshire housing market area, and “tests” a 

proportionate contribution towards a shortfall of housing relative to evidenced needs 

in the Greater Birmingham and Black Country housing market area62. 

4.17 Whilst the proposals to accommodate some of the unmet housing need arising in the 

wider area are noted, any related uplift in the provision of employment land by 

definition merely redistributes a need generated by labour supply that would 

otherwise have been identified and met elsewhere. This is entirely separate to the 

evidenced deficiency of sub-regional strategic employment sites, which authorities 

across the sub-region are failing to address. Redistribution based solely on labour 

supply fundamentally fails to respond to this issue. 

4.18 The proposed approach appears to have been advanced to precisely balance the 

quantum of housing and employment land provided within North Warwickshire. Whilst 

it is agreed that a broad balance should be sought, such an approach should not 

constrain the provision of additional employment land where this is evidenced as being 

needed within the wider sub-region. This conflates local and strategic economic needs. 

4.19 Such an approach fails to recognise that strategic sites in accessible locations close to 

large pools of skilled labour serve a wider area, and will not solely draw labour from 

the local area. These wider commuting relationships already exist – and have already 

facilitated a strategic redistribution of unmet housing needs – but are not adequately 

taken into account if the provision of employment land is constrained based on 

housing supply alone. 

4.20 A more fluid approach needs to be taken in the context of the wider approach to sub-

regional planning. This reaffirms the importance of co-operation between North 

Warwickshire and other authorities with which it shares commuting relationships, and 

further challenges the unjustified omission of any recognition of a strategic 

employment site. 

Implications for the Soundness of the Draft Plan 

4.21 It is recommended that the employment policies within the Submission Local Plan and 

its associated employment land policies are re-considered in full.  

                                                           
61 North Warwickshire Borough Council (2018) North Warwickshire Local Plan Submission, paragraph 7.46 
62 Ibid, Table 2 
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4.22 The Council maintain that the Draft Local Plan is delivering more than local needs in 

terms of employment land, particularly in terms of addressing Birmingham housing 

shortfall and employment needs, agreed through the MOU. Whilst the decision to 

accommodate a level of unmet housing need and an increased quantum of 

employment land is noted, and evidently of significant importance to the HMA, it 

fundamentally fails to respond to and address the identified separate issue of a 

deficiency of sub-regional strategic employment sites. The two aspects should not be 

conflated, with the latter reflecting a specific and distinct requirement which the 

authorities across the sub-region are failing to plan for.   

4.23 Critically, there is a need for the Draft Local Plan to respond more positively and 

proactively to the evidenced need for both local employment land – in which an 

aspiration to create a stronger balance between local jobs, housing and the existing 

and future local skills base can be considered – and strategic sites accommodated in 

the authority in accordance with the sub-regional evidence and latest need position set 

out clearly within the sub-regional evidence and IM Properties’ previous 

representations. 

4.24 A sufficient supply of developable land for employment use has been identified by the 

CWLEP and WMCA as an important pre-requisite for the delivery of wider economic 

ambition. Within this context, it is essential that the Council plans positively to support 

the creation of a balanced portfolio of development sites to accommodate economic 

growth, working collaboratively with other authorities and the CWLEP to maximise 

investment and deliver the required ‘step change’ necessary to achieve stated 

economic ambitions and targets.  

4.25 The opportunities this would create are acknowledged by the earlier WMSESS which 

stated that:   

“…if supply constraints are relieved in these areas this should add to economic growth 

and employment in the West Midlands, in the manufacturing as well as distribution 

industries. This would be not only by attracting inward investment, but also from 

encouraging firms already based in the region to grow, expand and diversify, in the 

region, and from the suppliers that serve both sets of firms”63.   

 

                                                           
63 West Midlands Strategy Employment Sites Study, PBA & JLL, September 2015, paragraph 6.7.  
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5. The Latest Evidence of a Need for Strategic 
Sites 

Key Point Summary 

• Demand for logistics / B8 floorspace remains very strong, driven by the 

continued growth of the online retail sector.  

• The Midlands has recorded an exceptionally strong start of the year with take-

up of 8.3m sq ft, already exceeding the 6.7m sq ft recorded in 2017 and the 

overall annual average of 7.8m sq ft. 

• The East Midlands has outperformed the West with 6.9m sq ft taken (40%), 

against 1.3m sq ft (8%), respectively. This change in emphasis from the West to 

the East Midlands is primarily due to the lack of readily available development 

sites which are able to deliver +500,000 sq ft pre-lets within the occupiers 

required timescales.  

• Occupier demand in the M42 Corridor has increased significantly over the last 

decade due to the recognised distribution benefits of this location, the growth 

of JLR and demand from their first and second tier component suppliers.   

• Being located in this strategic corridor allows the typical 3PL (third party 

logistics) occupier to reach the wider Midlands area conurbations but also 

enables the automotive components supplier to meet the imposing ‘just in time 

delivery’ to the Castle Bromwich, Solihull and Coventry operations of JLR. 

• Analysis of deals in Area A measuring +100,000 sq ft in 2017 and 2018 alone 

total 2.38million sq ft. If sub-100,000 sq ft manufacturing deals are included 

then this figures increases to take up of 3.17million sq ft in just 18 months. 

• CBRE are aware of around 11m sq ft of live current requirements for bespoke 

large-scale distribution units with the majority of these needing to be 

accommodated on oven ready distribution sites, of which there are very few in 

prime distribution/manufacturing locations such as the M42 Corridor. 

• There is evidence of occupiers, including those in the automotive supply chain, 

having to search for sites outside of their preferred M42 corridor location due 

to lack of land development opportunities. 

 

5.1 IM Properties have commissioned up-to-date property market research from CBRE 

which documents trends in supply of and demand for logistics and manufacturing 

floorspace across the Midlands and M42 corridor more specifically.   

5.2 This market evidence, presented below, updates that previously prepared by CBRE and 

submitted in response to earlier rounds of consultation on the Draft Local Plan. This 

evidence, presented below and in associated appendices, continues to highlight a scale 
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of demand that Local Plans across the M42 corridor, including that being prepared in 

North Warwickshire, are failing to provide for.     

5.3 This continues to validate and reinforce the conclusions reached in the body of sub-

regional evidence reviewed in the previous section. It builds upon the evidence 

previously submitted by IM Properties to consultation stages on the Draft Plan, 

reinforcing their relevance. The sustained evidence of need reinforces the lack of 

justification for the approach taken by the Council to not actively address the issue 

through a positive policy response to support the provision of wider than local strategic 

employment sites in the borough.  

UK Logistics / B8 Demand 

5.4 CBRE report that demand for logistics / B8 floorspace across the UK remains very 

strong in the first half of 2018, with take-up levels in Q1 breaking records with a 

positive continuation of this trend in Q2. Take-up in the first half of the year, at 17.4m 

sq ft, has already surpassed the whole of 2017 and equates to around 60% of the 

record breaking 2016. CBRE anticipate that if take up levels continue throughout the 

remainder of the year, the annual take-up could get close to or potentially exceed the 

2016 level of 29.4 sq ft, outstripping the 10 year annual average of 19.9m sq ft by 

nearly 10m sq ft.  

Figure 5.1: UK Logistics Take-up (1996- H1 2018) 

 

Source: CBRE, 2018 

5.5 The continued growth of the online retail sector has represented an important driver 

of this demand, which at 5.6m sq ft represents 32% of overall take-up. Following a 

quieter period from this occupier group in 2017, this year is mirroring 2016, with large 

requirements from online retailers looking to rapidly expand their logistics networks. 
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The second largest sector with 22% of take-up was the third-party logistics (3PL) 

providers, whose end user customers in some instances are also online retailers. 

Figure 5.2: UK Logistics Take-up by Sector 

 

Source: CBRE, 2018 

5.6 In terms of occupiers’ preferences, the first six months accentuated the trend towards 

new build space, relegating second-hand space to only 20% of the total national space 

acquired. The rest of acquired space, amounting to 13.9m sq ft was principally build-to-

suit. The increase in requirements is behind this trend, meaning D&B take-up 

represented 70% of the total acquisitions. 

5.7 Another clear trend during the first six months of 2018 was the growing size of 

requirements, with XXL warehouses (those exceeding 500,000 sq ft) accounting for 

almost half of the total take-up, a proportion which is unprecedented. This trend has 

also encouraged developers to start building speculative XXL schemes again for the first 

time in almost a decade. These types of development require large, regular sites in 

excess of 25 acres to accommodate institutional buildings, and to attract the best 

occupiers these typically should be strategically located next to motorway junctions. 

The amount of space available in speculative schemes across the UK is increasing with 

an average size of more than 200,000 sq ft.  

5.8 At the UK scale, the level of supply is 27% higher than at the end of 2017 with 28.7m sq 

ft of logistics Grade A space available, the highest since 2011. Of that total, 10.2m sq ft 

is second-hand and 18.5m sq ft are completed speculative units or early marketed 

units (with physical completion within the next 12 months). Demand for this supply 

remains healthy, as reflected in take-up rates referenced at Figure 5.3, with only the 

poorest located buildings remaining vacant for a meaningful period of time. 
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Figure 5.3: UK Logistics Availability (2004 – end of Q2 2018) 

 

The latest Supply and Demand position for Logistics / B8 Space in the 

Midlands  

Sustained high demand in the Midlands  

5.9 The Midlands has recorded an exceptionally strong start of the year with take-up of 

8.3m sq ft, already exceeding the 6.7m sq ft recorded in 2017 and the overall annual 

average of 7.8m sq ft. 

5.10 The strong levels of take-up in the region during this first six months, which 

represented the best ever start to a year for the Midlands logistics market and 48% of 

the UK’s demand, are challenging 2016’s whole year take-up record of 12.7m sq ft.  
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Figure 5.4: Midlands Logistics Take-up (2006-H1 2018) 

 

5.11 There was a significant volume of speculative development that took place during 

2015/2016, coupled with the exceptionally high take-up levels in the Midlands area 

during 2016. This has meant that a number of key distribution sites were effectively 

taken out of the market supply.   

5.12 Figure 5.5 illustrates the market share of the Midlands (East and West separately) of 

take-up against other regions in the UK in the first half of 2018. 
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Figure 5.5: UK Logistics Take-up by region (H1 2018) 

 

5.13 In contrast to the previous year, it has been the East Midlands that outperformed the 

West with 6.9m sq ft taken (40%), against 1.3m sq ft (8%), respectively. This has largely 

been driven by an increase in occupier activity coupled with the availability of ‘oven 

ready’ large scale logistics sites within the East Midlands which have been able to 

deliver +500,000 sq ft pre-lets within the occupiers required timescales. This has been 

contrasted with a lack of readily available development sites within the West Midlands 

to meet occupier demands over in 2017/18, particularly for occupiers looking for large 

(>20 acre) prime sites with this linked to the high take-up seen in 2016.   

5.14 Another key point of distinction for 2018 has been the role of major online retailers in 

leading demand, with large deals to Amazon, Shop Direct and Nestle that totalled more 

than 3.5m sq ft. Other well represented sectors included 3PL’s such as Eddie Stobart 

pre-letting 844,000 sq ft at Midlands Logistics Park in Corby and XPO committing to 

640,000 sq ft at SEGRO’s East Midlands Gateway at J24 of the M1. These occupier 

needs are to a degree footloose and have been therefore occupied within the East 

Midlands where supply has come forward. 

5.15 Notwithstanding this activity in the online retail market, the automotive industry 

continued to be active in the West Midlands, with Jaguar Land Rover signing for Lyons 

135 in Coventry, a speculative scheme developed by Goodman.  

5.16 Demand for ever increasing efficiencies within occupier’s logistics chains and the 

evolving importance of urban logistics is increasing the need for ever larger units as 

regional or national distribution hubs. As a trend, the Midlands has seen an increasing 

proportion of larger distribution acquisitions relative to the UK as a whole (48%), 

highlighting its importance as a national distribution location from which to cover the 

entire UK. In addition to strong drivers within the online retail and 3PL sectors, the 
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West Midlands also benefits from notable manufacturing led requirements, linked 

primarily to the car industry. 

5.17 Appendix 1 highlights key occupational transactions across the Midlands of units 

ranging from 300,000 sq ft to over 1million sq ft for the past 2.5 years. The average size 

of these deals equates to 543,427 sq ft. 

5.18 This continual level of activity across the region has put further pressure on the 

development supply pipeline. This is placing upward pressure on land values, especially 

in core locations such as Peddimore – the only large scale site in the M42 corridor – 

largely due to a lack of strategic and well placed supply together with strong rental 

growth. The site, to the north of Birmingham, is expected to be popular with 

companies in the automotive supply chain and those with last-mile logistics operations, 

and will be developed by IM Properties.  

The tightening floorspace supply in the Midlands 

5.19 Looking specifically at units measuring +100,000 sq ft there is a total of 11.9m sq ft of 

available logistics space across the whole East and West Midlands Regions. Of this only 

8.9m sq ft is Grade A accommodation, the remainder being second-hand stock. The 

continuing wave of speculative development has helped maintain supply levels up. 

However, based on historic rates of annual take-up, supply levels are still relatively low 

and amounts to 14 months’ supply and only return ready-to-occupy supply back to 

2012 levels. 

5.20 The levels of new speculative stock have continued to erode with a further 6 deals 

taking place across the East and West Midlands zone in H1 2018 taking the total 

number to 16 deals in 2017/18.  The total amount of space let on speculatively 

developed buildings this year is 779,000 sq ft taking the total to 2.97m sq ft for 

2017/18.  Currently only 3.66m sq ft of speculatively developed units remain available 

in the whole of the Midlands.  Of that figure, 660,000 sq ft is under offer, leaving only 

3m sq ft available. 

5.21 From CBRE’s current discussions with occupier clients they are aware of around 11m sq 

ft of live current requirements for bespoke large-scale distribution units with the 

majority of these needing to be accommodated on oven ready distribution sites, of 

which there are very few across the Midlands particularly in prime 

distribution/manufacturing locations such as the M42 and M6 corridors. 

5.22 There are currently 16 occupier requirements in the Midlands market searching for 

existing buildings ranging in size from 200,000 sq ft to over 500,000 sq ft which total 

around 7.5m sq ft.  This doesn’t account for occupiers who are looking for design and 

build solutions and which make up the remaining 3.5m sq ft of unsatisfied long-term 

requirements. 

5.23 When considering the availability of existing buildings to satisfy live requirements for 

larger scale units, there is only one existing distribution unit currently available on the 

market of over 500,000 sq ft (Toys ‘R Us unit in Coventry – c.695,000 sq ft).  This unit is 

20 years old and not considered to be a Grade A specification building – its lack of 

eaves height and tight building to plot configuration for a unit of this magnitude will 

not appeal to all occupier requirements. 
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5.24 In the 400-500,000 sq ft range, there currently are only 2 units available in the entire 

Midlands area and 1 of those units is a speculative 448,000 sq ft unit in Four Ashes 

which will complete in October this year – so technically, not actually available until 

later this year.  Four Ashes is not a recognised distribution location and this represents 

a classic example of developers having to focus on secondary locations to secure large 

plots of land but not necessarily in locations where the occupiers want to be.  

The implications of bespoke B8 requirements on the supply of land in the Midlands 

5.25 In addition to these larger scale conventional warehouses there has been a significant 

increase in the demand for bespoke land hungry parcel hub operations driven by the 

increased parcel traffic generated by online retailing, and the growth of manufacturing 

companies. The growth of these occupier demands will have implications for the 

erosion of available land supply more rapidly than would be expected on the basis of 

more traditional floorspace to plot ratios. 

5.26 Two recent examples of bespoke parcel hub requirements include firstly, DPD, who 

have exchanged contracts on a freehold basis to acquire 39 acres at IM Properties site 

at Hinckley whilst only building a 318,000 sq ft unit.  This extremely low building to site 

density is due to the design of this type of facility for a bespoke occupier process for 

handling parcels.  They will almost always require cross docked buildings with very 

deep yards on either side of the unit which eat in to the overall site acreage.  For a 

single sided unit, the market would normally expect to develop around 17,500 sq ft 

built on 1 acre of land (eg c.175,000 sq ft on 10 acres) and so the DPD plot could have 

potentially accommodated up to c.780,000 sq ft i.e. double the amount that has been 

developed.  

5.27 Secondly, another parcel delivery company, UK Mail, are currently looking to replicate 

their 165,000 sq ft hub at Ryton which is already nearing capacity. UK Mail want to 

acquire 25 acres on a freehold basis for another unit of only 165,000 sq ft. Using the 

same building to plot ratio given above, we would more normally expect to see 

c.500,000 sq ft being built on a plot of this size.   

5.28 UK Mail are struggling to find a site to purchase for themselves as most of developers 

in the current market will only consider leasehold deals as they want to retain 

ownership of these assets due to the lack of large investment transactions generally.  

Freehold land sales or design and build solutions are very scarce and will have an 

impact on the availability of development opportunities for occupiers throughout the 

Midlands.  UK Mail have approached Prologis to acquire 25 acres at Prologis Park Hams 

Hall but this has been refused by Prologis. 

5.29 Recent forecasts from leading experts in this sector suggests that in addition to the 

ongoing demand from logistics companies and manufacturers there will be significant 

increased logistics demand of up to 72m sq ft over the next 5 years simply driven by 

the growth of on line e-tailer demand as retailers continue to decant from the high 

street into the distribution network from buildings that they operate themselves or 

from 3rd party distribution operators such as DPD, UK Mail, DHL and such like. 

5.30 The Midlands remains the most popular area within the UK for new large-scale 

distribution given its established excellent logistics corridors of the M6 and M1 

motorways and drivetime to almost the entire UK population. As outlined above this 
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could have implications as to the rate at which land is taken up to accommodate the 

specific occupier demands of this segment of the market. 

The consequences of strong site absorption rates in the Midlands 

5.31 As indicated previously logistics demand remains strong across the region particularly 

in recognised prime distribution corridors.  This has resulted in a significant reduction 

of stock and a number of notable flagship developments are now fully committed and 

these include Hams Hall, Midpoint Park, Rugby Gateway, Whitley Business Park in 

Coventry, The Hub in Birmingham and Birch Coppice at Tamworth.   

5.32 Their success in attracting and securing large pre-lets in a much shorter than 

anticipated timeframe, in a buoyant market, has served to significantly limit the 

availability of new sites for further occupier expansion. The pipeline of supply moving 

through the planning system has not kept pace with the rapid demand seen in recent 

years. 

5.33 As a result, there remain very few sites capable of delivering a new bespoke of 

+500,000 sq ft across the West Midlands. The Hub in central Birmingham was the last 

remaining site in the city which could have accommodated a large manufacturing or 

distribution facility but the successful development and leasing of a mid-size 

speculative scheme and the pre-let 245,000 sq ft pre-let (subject to planning consent) 

to Kitchencraft means that there are no sites left in the city capable of meeting 

demand from larger requirements in the market.   

5.34 Prologis Ryton is one of a very few ‘prime’ established locations where there remains a 

site available for some 500,000 sq ft (Phase 3) but this too is likely to be developed out 

speculatively following JLR’s acquisition of 400,000 sq ft of speculative accommodation 

on the park with only two smaller units being proposed of between 140,000 sq ft and 

330,000 sq ft. 

M42 Corridor (Area A) 

5.35 The M42 Corridor (Area A in Figure 5.6) remains the ‘core area’ of logistics and 

manufacturing demand in the West Midlands, with the latter comprising 24% of 

Midlands take up in 2017. 
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Figure 5.6: M42 Corridor (Area A) Location Plan 

 

Source: JLL 2015 

5.36 Successful developments such as Birch Coppice and Prologis Phase 2 Midpoint Park, 

which are now complete and fully let, have highlighted the continuing high-quality 

demand for Area A as a location for manufacturing and distribution occupiers, as has 

the recent announcement by Birmingham City Council to appoint IM Properties as 

preferred developer for the Peddimore development which is already attracting 

occupier interest.  

A sustained picture of increasing demand in Area A  

5.37 Occupier demand has increased significantly over the last decade due to the 

recognised distribution benefits of this location and the growth of JLR themselves and 

their first and second tier component suppliers.  The M42 corridor offers occupiers 

excellent access to a large source of local labour which other key manufacturing and 

distribution sites are now struggling to do. Discussions with occupiers such as IAC, DHL 

and XPO have been telling us for the last 12 months that demographics are now as 

important to them as location.  

5.38 Demand from occupiers for Grade A existing units within Area A has always been 

strong.  Being located in this strategic corridor allows the typical 3PL occupier to reach 

the wider Midlands area conurbations but also enables the automotive components 

supplier to meet the imposing ‘just in time delivery’ to the Castle Bromwich, Solihull 

and Coventry operations of JLR.  

5.39 In 2017, the quantum of manufacturing relocations highlights the importance of this 

location to the JLR effect: 
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• Walker Tenneco – January 2017, acquired 63,981 sq ft at DC2 Bromford Gate, 

Birmingham. 

• International Automotive Components (IAC) – February 2017, a lead component 

supplier to JLR located to a 90,693 sq ft unit at Faraday Point, Hams Hall. 

• JLR – March 2017 acquired 556,157 sq ft at Dunlop Fort, Birmingham. 

• WH Plastics – June 2017, a plastics supplier to JLR acquired 63,901 sq ft at 

Maybrook Park, Minworth. 

• Geodis – June 2017, a supplier of components to JLR acquired 126,580 sq ft but 

had to find this accommodation in Lichfield due to the lack of available stock 

along the core M42 corridor. 

• Grupo Antolin – October 2017, acquired 112,000 sq ft at Barton Business Park, 

Burton, again having to search for a suitable site outside of the core M42 

corridor due to lack of land development opportunities. 

5.40 The above occupier deals indicate that in 2017 alone, 1.01million sq ft of 

manufacturing deals were concluded in Area A that were in the main due to the growth 

and influence of JLR and investment into manufacturing sector in the West Midlands.  

5.41 Analysis of deals in Area A measuring +100,000 sq ft in 2017 and 2018 alone total 

2.38million sq ft and are summarised at Appendix 2.  If manufacturing deals in Area A 

which are sub-100,000 sq ft are included then this gives a total figure of take-up in 

2017 and 2018 of 3.17million sq ft – in just 18 months. 
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The scale of the limited existing supply in Area A  

5.42 In Area A there are only 5 sites which are offering new speculative units measuring 

more than 100,000 sq ft. These are as follows: 

• Prologis Park Birmingham Interchange – Prologis are speculatively developing 

310,000 sq ft in 2 units measuring 76,975 sq ft and 233,025 sq ft.  Practical 

completion of these units is due in Q4 2018. 

• Kingpin, Tyseley – a 188,000 sq ft speculative scheme which was offering 3 units 

of 24,000 sq ft, 44,000 sq ft and 120,000 sq ft.  Only the 120,000 sq ft unit 

remains available 

• The Hub, Birmingham – a 3-unit speculative scheme of units offering 22,000 sq 

ft, 30,000 sq ft and 100,000 sq ft options. 

• Connexion, Blythe Valley - a 5-unit speculative scheme of units offering 31,000 

sq ft, 36,500 sq ft, 38,000 sq ft, 47,000 sq ft and 57,500 sq ft.  The 47,000 sq ft 

has already let and the 31,000 sq ft unit is ’under offer’. 

• Tamworth CLX, Tamworth – a 160,825 sq ft speculative unit as part of the Core 

42 scheme. This unit is currently under construction. 

5.43 There is only one available speculatively developed building available in Area A at 

Tamworth.  The 153,000 sq ft unit was developed by St Modwen on land that is known 

to be affected by the development of HS2.  As such, there has been only tentative 

interest in the unit.  

5.44 Further consideration is given to the forward supply of sites within Area A that are able 

to provide future scale industrial and logistics units in the next section of this report. 

Summary 

5.45 In summary, it can be concluded that:  

• Market interest and take up in the M42 Corridor remains strong, with take up 

levels in 2017 and H1 2018 exceeding those recorded in previous years.  

• There is a finite land supply and the continued erosion of this during 2018 will 

further limit choice for prospective occupiers, developers and investors.  

• Where new sites are coming forward historical data indicates that they will be 

rapidly taken up.  

• It is evident that the acute supply shortages, which have been widely 

acknowledged by local authorities across the West Midlands, still persist.  

• The West Midlands, and M42 Corridor, requires significantly more land to 

address current shortfalls of land suitable for large scale Grade A floorspace to 

meet growing market demand beyond the immediate term.  
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• There remains demand in the market for speculatively built units, but also 

freehold and/or design and build solutions to accommodate larger, bespoke 

occupier requirements.   
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6. The Supply of Strategic Development Sites in 
the M42 Corridor  

Key Point Summary 

• In 2015 the WMSESS concluded that strategic development sites in the M42 

corridor were in short supply, with just 3.6 years-worth of supply remaining 

when benchmarked against floorspace take up rates across the same 

geography.  

• There are currently just 4 sites in the M42 corridor capable of accommodating 

new units in excess of 100,000 sq ft. Collectively these sites provide 277 acres 

worth of capacity short term, reducing to 193 acres (gross) when the longer 

term opportunities are excluded.   

• The assessed immediately available net supply of 152 acres equates to just 2.6 

years supply when benchmarked against annual average take up rates over the 

past 4 years. When benchmarked against take up in the past 18 months this 

tightens to just under 2 years-worth of supply.  

• Live occupier requirements for existing buildings along the M42 corridor total 

3.8m sq ft. These requirements are unlikely to be met in the corridor due to the 

lack of appropriately sized stock and dearth of readily available sites that can 

accommodate development of the scale being sought. 

• The continued failure to address the supply side issue and allocate more land 

through the Local Plan process evidently has the potential to severely damage 

the economic prospects of the M42 corridor, CWLEP and WMCA areas, 

preventing investment from being fully secured and new jobs opportunities 

being created.   

 

6.1 The market for large scale industrial and logistics units is different to the wider market 

for industrial, distribution and trade premises.  It is a specific segment to the overall 

employment market.  It has a number of distinguishing characteristics as follows: 

• Built premises over 100,000 sq ft, but often much larger (up to 1 million sq ft). 

• Generally catering for the logistics sector, but not exclusively, with 

manufacturing an important element, particularly in the West Midlands.   

• Often accommodating a national or regional hub in a wider network for an 

international or national company. 

• Usually requiring new or modern premises with high build standards (e.g. high 

eaves height). 
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• Location is frequently all important, particularly motorway access, but also the 

availability of labour. 

• Procurement of the units, due to the size of the premises, are often on a build to 

suit basis, which requires large serviced plots of development land. 

6.2 In 2015 the WMSESS concluded that the supply of such sites in the M42 corridor was in 

short supply, with just 3.6 years-worth of supply remaining when benchmarked against 

floorspace take up rates across the same geography.  

6.3 Three years on the crisis has deepened with a rapidly eroding land supply that local 

planning authorities have failed to reconcile through the Local Plan process. 

Representations submitted by IM Properties in March 2018 highlighted a further 

squeeze on supply, with the resultant years supply reducing further to just 2.6 years 

across 193 acres (gross).  

6.4 As summarised below, the sustained uplift in occupier demand articulated in section 5 

of this report threatens to put further pressure on the M42 corridor’s much depleted 

supply.  

Supply of Strategic Development Sites in the M42 Corridor 

6.5 Strategic development sites within the M42 Corridor (Area A) which have more than 20 

acres of available land are listed below with additional detail on each site provided at 

Appendix 3:  

• Prologis Park Hams Hall, Coleshill – 45 acres (gross) 

• Tamworth Logistics Park, J10 M42 – 32 acres (gross) 

• Peddimore, Sutton Coldfield – 175 acres (gross) 

• Core 42, Tamworth – 25 acres (gross) 

6.6 Collectively these sites provide 277 acres worth of capacity. Table 6.1 shows that this is 

reduced to 193 acres where the Peddimore Phase 2 site is excluded noting that this will 

deliver out over a longer time-frame and is not classified as providing ‘immediately 

available supply’.  It is notable that there are no major (>25ha) investment sites in 

North Warwickshire, despite the borough being recognised as a prime logistics location 

within the published evidence base documents considered in section 4 of this report.  
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Table 6.1: Immediately Available Supply (20+ acres)64 

Scheme Status Residual availability 

(100,000 sq ft+ plots) 65 

Core 42, Birch 

Coppice 

Available 

1 plots remain available 

Core3 345,414 sq ft 

25 acres 

Tamworth 

Logistics Park, 

J10 M42 

Available 

Potential to accommodate a single unit up 

to 605,000 sq ft 

32 acres 

Prologis Park Hams 

Hall 

Available 

Potential to accommodate up to 903,000 

sq ft in a 3-unit scheme 

45 acres 

Peddimore Phase 1 Available 

Potential to accommodate up to 1.5m sq 

ft. First units not available until Summer 

2021.  

91 acres 

Total            193 acres 

 Source: Adapted from JLL 2016, with CBRE and Turley updates – based on gross 

developable area  

6.7 The assessed supply equates to around 193 acres (gross) equivalent to just 3.3 years 

supply at average take up rates, as shown in Table 6.2 below.  

Table 6.2: Potential years supply in the M42 Corridor 

Scenario Available 

land area 

(acres) 

Assumed 

Floorspace 

Capacity66 

Annual take-up 

new build 

(>100,000 sq ft) 

Years 

supply 

Available land  193 3,362,83267 1,031,476 3.3 

Source: Turley, 2018 

6.8 It is important to note that the actual developable area available to accommodate new 

floorspace will be lower. A gross to net adjustment should therefore be applied that 

takes into consideration the estimated proportion of land which may be lost to site 

servicing, infrastructure and landscaping. The ratios applied vary but typically range 

from 100% for vacant site with road frontage to 70% where more extensive 

landscaping and infrastructure, including access roads, may need to be provided.  

                                                           
64 Immediately available relates to sites over 20 acres available within the next 5 years, capable of accommodating a 100,000 sq ft 
+ unit 
65 Based on updated assessment by CBRE and Turley 
66 Assuming 40% site coverage 
67 Land area in sq ft of  8,407,080 sq ft x 40% plot ratio 
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6.9 Turley is aware that Peddimore Phase 1 has a net developable area of 65 acres – 

equivalent to about 71% of the 91 acres gross site area. Applying a relatively modest 

gross to net adjustment of 15% to the remaining sites would reduce the immediately 

available land supply to 152 acres, with the resultant years’ supply reducing from 3.3 

to just 2.6 years. If the same level of occupier demand as 2017/H12018 is experienced 

then the available land supply equates to just less than 2 years supply68. 

6.10 The quantification of available sites within Table 6.1 is, as referenced, specifically 

focused upon the specific part of the M42 Corridor as defined by Area A within the 

West Midlands Strategic Employment Sites Study (WMSESS) Stage 1 report. In August 

2018 IM Properties submitted a hybrid planning application for ‘Land Adjacent to 

Junction 11 M42’69. The site represents a strategically sized site of some 97 hectares 

and the planning application proposes 350,000 sq m of employment development, the 

majority of which comprises Class B8 storage and distribution uses. It is pending 

determination and importantly is located outside of the defined Area A geography. For 

this reason the site has not been included in the calculations for employment land 

supply in this specifically defined geography.  

6.11 Whilst it has not been included it is important to recognise, in the context of the 

subsequent analysis in this section, that whilst IM properties have not marketed the 

application site they have to date received very strong enquiries from a number of 

potential occupiers. The translation of these enquiries into occupiers would, on the 

basis of their stated requirements, result in the site’s contribution to the supply 

pipeline being substantially exhausted. This provides clear evidence of the scale of 

demand in the area and in the context of the limited level of confirmed provision 

within the defined Area A, a point considered further below. 

Limited capacity to accommodate live occupier requirements 

6.12 The table below provides details of occupiers (named and unnamed) who have live 

requirements for the Midlands in the open market. From the list, the occupiers looking 

for existing buildings along the M42 corridor total 3.8m sq ft (and the list is by no 

means exhaustive).  

6.13 Although the nature of these occupier requirements varies in terms of type of occupier 

– manufacturer, retailer or distribution company (typical 3PL or parcel delivery 

operator), the majority are looking for bespoke large-scale distribution units, of which 

there are very few in recognised distribution locations such as the M42 Corridor.    

6.14 It is notable from the analysis presented above and within section 5 that the supply of 

appropriately sized stock along the M42 does not currently exist to meet this demand. 

The level of speculative development is also insufficient due to the dearth of readily 

available sites that can accommodate development of the scale being sought. As a 

result, occupiers are having to put their requirements on hold or consider locations 

away from their preferred search area.  

                                                           
68

 Based on assumed floorspace capacity of 2,648,448 sq ft provided by 152 acres divided by 1.350,000m sq ft  
69 North West Leicestershire planning application ref: 18/01443/FULM 
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Table 6.3: Live occupier requirements 

Company   Size (sq ft) Location preference 

Wayfair 1,000,000 Midlands 

Apple 500,000 Midlands 

JLR 800,000 Midlands/M42 

Urban Outfitters 300-500,000 Midlands 

FootAsylum 300-500,000 Midlands 

O2 400,000 Midlands 

UK Mail 600,000 West Midlands/M42 

Reifen Gundlach 250,000 M42 

Cushmans 350,000 Midlands – M6/M42 

Koch Industries 200-350,000 Midlands – M6/M42 

CBRE (for client) 200 – 500,000 M42/M6/M1 

3PL (for client) 225 – 700,000 West Midlands 

Knight Frank (for client) 200 – 500,000 Midlands 

DHL 350 – 500,000 Midlands 

ALDI 150 – 500,000 Midlands 

JLL (for client) 300 – 450,000 Midlands 

3PL (for CEVA) 250 – 600,000 Midlands – M6/M42 

Colliers  (for Syncreon) 300 – 500,000 Midlands – M6/M42 

Matthews & Goodman 

(for Co-Op) 

300 - 500,000  Coventry & surrounds 

CBRE (for Paintbox) 250,000 Midlands 

CBRE (for client) 200 - 400,000  Midlands  

Source: CBRE, August 2018 

6.15 The allocation of additional large sites in the M42 Corridor would evidently present an 

opportunity to capture more of this demand from occupiers, thereby increasing the 

West Midlands' market share whilst also supporting the wider investment priorities of 

the CWLEP and WMCA.  

Consequences of failing to plan for the land required  

6.16 The continued failure to address the supply side issue and allocate more land through 

the Local Plan process has the potential to severely damage the economic prospects of 

the area, preventing investment from being fully secured and new jobs opportunities 

being created.  As identified in section 3, the CWLEP has explicitly recognised the 
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adverse consequences of failing to plan for the employment land that is needed within 

its SEP70.  

6.17 Similarly, the WMCA SEP highlights that  “the area’s good track record of securing 

inward investment is in danger of being constrained by an impending shortage of large 

strategic sites with significant costs in land remediation and assembly needed in order 

to bring forward a pipeline of sites for employment use”71. 

6.18 These risks were also recognised by the Inspector considering the appeal on Land 

south-East of Junction 10 near Dordon. The Inspector confirmed that “…the current 

situation is described as “…particularly acute and, if not addressed in the very near 

future, will mean that plans for growth, change and investment by SMEs and major 

employers will be severely hampered.”72 

6.19 The market attractiveness of the area has resulted in a significant reduction of stock 

and a number of notable flagship developments are now full. As a result there remain 

very few sites capable of taking 100,000 sq ft + units, including new bespoke units in 

excess of 500,000 sq ft being sought by some occupiers. Evidence previously prepared 

by CBRE73 also highlighted that site availability remains a key limiter to both logistics 

and manufacturing expansion in the Midlands, with evidence of occupiers either 

changing or downgrading their investment plans as a direct consequence.  

6.20 As indicated previously demand remains strong across the region particularly in 

recognised prime distribution corridors such as the M42 Corridor. A supply of larger 

scale strategic sites is intrinsically linked to the sustainable operation of the local and 

sub-regional economy and forms a critical part of the areas infrastructure, supporting 

the areas logistics and manufacturing supply chains to function effectively through 

movement of goods and components.  

6.21 The continued failure to plan for the land required would be expected therefore to 

have a number of potential negative economic consequences for North Warwickshire, 

the Coventry and Warwickshire LEP area and the West Midlands more widely.  

6.22 This includes:   

• Constraining jobs growth, in turn undermining the stated economic ambitions 

and economic competiveness of area.  

• Frustrating logistics and manufacturing related demand, impacting negatively on 

the sustainable and efficient operation of major employers such as JLR and their 

supply chains.   

• Loss of new jobs and investment as logistics and manufacturing operators seek 

to meet their needs in other parts of the country.  

                                                           
70

 Coventry and Warwickshire LEP, Update to Strategic Economic Plan (2016) 
71

 West Midlands Combined Authority, Strategic Economic Plan, p21 
72

 APP/R3705/W/15/3136495, paragraph 53 
73

 Junction 9, M42: Review of Midlands Logistics Market & Current Development Supply Activity’, CBRE, March 2017 
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• Constraining the expansion, growth and diversification of existing businesses; in 

turn potentially jeopardising contracts, and hence jobs.  

• Impacting on the areas ability to diversify the skills base and breadth of 

employment opportunities available across the authority. 

6.23 The Coventry and Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce have also been proactive in 

highlighting their ongoing concern regarding the severe and prejudicial impact the lack 

of employment land will have upon economic growth and employment opportunities 

in Coventry and Warwickshire and for the areas growing and relatively young 

population74. This sentiment is echoed in the Chambers’ response to the revised NPPF, 

which in tandem with the British Chamber of Commerce, is calling for “more land for 

economic development to be earmarked in the local plans across the city and the 

county to ensure that it can satisfy the needs of businesses already in the region who 

want to grow and to attract inward investors”75 and that “economic development the 

same priority as housing in order to provide the jobs needed for the next generation”.  

                                                           
74

 “Go for Growth: Land for Jobs” – Delivering a Prosperous Future for Coventry and Warwickshire: A “Call to 
Action” on Employment Land, Coventry and Warwickshire Chamber of Commerce, 2017 
75

 ‘Development of employment space should be priority, say business leaders’, The business Desk, 15
th

 August 
2018 http://www.thebusinessdesk.com/westmidlands/news/2020437-development-employment-space-priority-
say-business-
leaders?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=WestMidlands_15th_Aug_2018_Property  

http://www.thebusinessdesk.com/westmidlands/news/2020437-development-employment-space-priority-say-business-leaders?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=WestMidlands_15th_Aug_2018_Property
http://www.thebusinessdesk.com/westmidlands/news/2020437-development-employment-space-priority-say-business-leaders?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=WestMidlands_15th_Aug_2018_Property
http://www.thebusinessdesk.com/westmidlands/news/2020437-development-employment-space-priority-say-business-leaders?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=WestMidlands_15th_Aug_2018_Property
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7.  Planning Positively to Support Growth  

7.1 IM Properties maintains that there is an imperative need to plan positively and allocate 

additional land to provide for strategic employment needs in North Warwickshire. In 

order for the Draft Local Plan to be found sound the level of provision should – as a 

minimum – be consistent with the CWLEP’s and WMCA’s stated economic ambitions 

for the area and respond to the identified need for wider than local strategic sites. This 

should be considered in the context of evidence of a growing unmet need for such land 

in the M42 corridor consistently highlighted in the evidence base as described by CBRE 

and other market commentators.   

7.2 It is considered that the level of employment land proposed within the Draft Local Plan 

is inconsistent with the overall vision for and potential of the West Midlands and 

CWLEP area. It does not align with the level of ambition envisaged at this scale, nor is it 

proactive in seeking opportunities for further growth beyond locally assessed needs of 

the borough and that is accommodating on behalf of neighbouring authorities in the 

HMA. It has not been positively prepared and will not be effective in addressing the 

widely reported unmet sub-regional need for strategic employment sites. 

7.3 It is apparent that even in the context of the updated evidence and recognised need 

the Draft Plan continues to fail to consider the potential for the accommodation of 

further strategic employment sites in the borough. In the context of the clear need for 

such a site in the FEMA and sub-market area in which North Warwickshire is located 

and an inevitable shortfall position in the short-term, the Draft Local Plan is considered 

an inadequate response to the evidence base. Fundamentally in the context of the 

Core Strategy Inspector’s points raised through the EiP no attempt is made to reflect 

upon the updated sub-regional evidence or indeed more recent market signals 

evidence.  

7.4 IM Properties maintains that in the context of the compelling market evidence 

presented within this report, the derived maximum need for 100 ha76, in isolation, is 

not a robust basis for future planning.  Whilst it is recognised that the Draft Local Plan 

and Policy LP6 must consider local needs, in the development of its strategic planning 

the current failure to recognise the wider role of the authority to contribute to the 

wider economic objectives and vision established for the area represents a 

fundamental shortcoming of the Plan in its current form. 

7.5 Critically, there is a need for the Council to respond more positively and proactively to 

the evidenced need for both local employment land – in which an aspiration to create 

a stronger balance between local jobs, housing and the existing and future local skills 

base can be considered – and strategic sites accommodated in the authority in 

accordance with the sub-regional evidence and latest need / demand position set out 

within this report and IM Properties previous representations.  

  

                                                           
76 North Warwickshire – Update to the Employment Land Review for the Period 2011-33, GL Hearn, September 2017, Figure 3 
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The Case for Junction 9  

7.6 The evidenced need for allocating new strategic employment sites in North 

Warwickshire remains compelling and points strongly in favour of the land west of 

Junction 9; a site submitted to the Borough Council’s Call for Sites in 2015 and one 

which provides an exceptional opportunity for a major new employment development 

to meet a well evidenced significant and pressing strategic economic need in this 

location. 

7.7 As outlined in previous representations, the land west of Junction 9 is a development 

opportunity underpinned by its geography and general connectivity, its proximity to 

existing rail freight interchanges, an identified market need (alongside strong occupier 

appeal), a sub-regional policy imperative to deliver new strategic employment sites, 

and significant economic benefits to North Warwickshire and the sub-region. 

7.8 The land west of Junction 9 M42 is one of the few sites in the UK that combines a 

number of attributes which companies in the logistics and manufacturing sector would 

consider favourably when making location decisions. This is due to the site offering:   

• A strategic location in the heart of logistics ‘Golden Triangle’ and M42 Corridor; 

• Excellent access to the automotive sector catchment, including JLR’s operations 

at Castle Bromwich and Solihull with potential to support their manufacturing 

and logistics networks; 

• Access to Junction 9 of the M42 and ability to serve the major West Midlands 

and UK markets, including Birmingham’s growing labour force.  

• Sufficient land availability to support large scale manufacturing and logistics 

operations; 

• Proximity to a major labour pool for positions typically sought by employers in 

those sectors; and 

• Proximity to two intermodal terminals. 

7.9 The sites location is inherently sustainable and will enable a range of positive economic 

benefits to be realised as set out within the Promotional Document that was submitted 

alongside IM’s main representations in March 201777.  

7.10 Importantly, the development and operation of Junction 9 will make a substantial 

contribution to job creation and investment in North Warwickshire, whilst ensuring the 

borough contributes positively to the growth agenda of the region’s Local Enterprise 

Partnerships (“LEPs”), the WMCA, and the wider objectives of the Midlands Engine 

Strategy.  

  

                                                           
77 Land at Junction 9, M42 Curdworth: Investing in North Warwickshire, Turley, March 2017 
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7.11 These benefits include:  

• Creation of an estimated 5,073 gross FTE jobs upon completion and occupation 

• Generation of circa 6,849 net additional employment opportunities for residents 

of the West Midlands, of which 1,585 could be local to North Warwickshire 

residents 

• Annual net contribution of circa £323 million in GVA to the West Midlands 

economy upon completion and full operation, representing around £3.2 billion 

GVA over the first ten years post-completion 

• An estimated £73.5 million annually in GVA could be local to North 

Warwickshire, representing a total GVA contribution of circa £735 million over 

an illustrative ten year period post-completion 

• Retention of an estimated £2.6 million in increased business rate revenue 

annually by North Warwickshire Borough Council, potentially increasing to circa 

£5.2 million revenue every year post 2020 

7.12 Wider economic value will also be generated which can positively contribute towards 

the local economy with development of the site presenting opportunities to assist in 

the delivery of North Warwickshire’s stated economic aspirations. Indeed, logistics 

supports a wide range of occupations. Positions in managerial, administrative and high 

tech occupations are now common, including electrical and mechanical engineering 

and IT roles. Furthermore, companies in the logistics sector are recognised to invest 

substantially in their workforce, often training individuals for engineering roles and 

offering apprenticeships.  

 



 

 
 

Appendix 1: Notable logistics occupational deals 
in Midlands 2016-2018 

Location  Town/City Occupier Size (Sq ft) 

Size (Sq 

m) Date  

MLP Corby Eddie Stobart 844,000 78,410 Q2 2018 D&B 

Pineham Northampton Morrisons 336,619 31,273 Q2 2018 Existing 

SPL-EMG Derby Shop Direct 552,000 51,282 Q1 2018 D&B 

SPL-EMG Derby XPO/Nestle 638,000 59,273 Q1 2018 D&B 

SPL-EMG Derby Amazon 1,060,000 98,476 Q1 2018 D&B 

Prospero, Ansty Coventry Meggitt PLc 440,000 40,876 Q4 2017 D&B 

Mountpark Bardon Coalville Eddie Stobart 317,587 29,503 Q4 2017 Existing 

Warth Park Thrapston Howdens 300,000 27,870 Q1 2017 D&B 

Warth Park Thrapston Howdens 657,000 61,035 Q1 2017 D&B 

Tamworth 594 Tamworth Premier Foods 645,000 59,920 Q1 2017 Existing 

Dunlop Fort Birmingham JLR 556,157 51,666 Q1 2017 Existing 

Lyons Park Coventry Amazon 460,000 42,734 Q1 2017 D&B 

Prologis Park, 

Well’brough 

Wellingboroug

h 

Yusen 379,000 35,209 Q4 2016 D&B 

Apex Park Daventry Gardman 416,412 38,685 Q4 2016 D&B 

Fradley Park Lichfield Screwfix 562,000 52,211 Q4 2016 D&B 

Four Ashes Wolverhampto

n 

Gestamp Tallent 543,692 50,510 Q3 2016 D&B 

Prologis Park 

Pineham 

Northampton Sainbury’s 325,500 30,240 Q4 0216 D&B 

Prologis Park Ryton Coventry JLR 860,000 79,897 Q2 2016 Existing 

DIRFT III Daventry Arcadia 404,000 37,533 Q2 2016 D&B 

Angle 325, Derby Derby Ted Baker 323,895 30,091 Q2 2016 Existing 

Bardon Leicester Amazon 1,030,710 95,756 Q1 2016 D&B 

Grange Park Northampton John Lewis 303,824 28,226 Q1 2016 Existing 

AVERAGE SIZE OF 

DEAL 

  543,427 50,486   

 



 

 
 

Appendix 2: M42 Corridor (Area A) +100,000 sq 
ft Deals in 2017 and 2018  

 

 



CBRE Deals in AREA A over 100,000 sq ft 

2017 

 

DATE ADDRESS TOWN TYPE  SIZE 
(SQ FT)  

RENT/PRICE 
(PA / PSF) 

LANDLORD
/ 
VENDOR 

TENANT/ 
PURCHASER 

TERM 
(BREAK) 

INCENTIVES SPECIFICATION GRADE AGENT OTHER INFO 

March DC2 
Wingfoot 
Way 
Birmingham 

Birmingham Warehouse 556,157 £6.50 Logicor JLR 10 years 12m Institutional 
Grade (former 
Prologis unit. 
Constructed 
2002).  

A CBRE Includes fit out - heating, lighting, sprinklers. 
New lease linked to surrender.  

March Tamworth 
594 
Blocks A&B 
Bonehill 
Road, 
Tamworth, 
B78 3HG 

Tamworth Warehouse 645,000 £5.50 Logicor XPO/Premier 
Foods 

10 years 11m 10.5m eaves 
Lighting, heating 
& sprinklers 
24/7 site 
security 

A LSH Off market deal. Original building 594k, with 
additional 50k extension.  

May Core 42 
Tamworth 

Tamworth Warehouse 106,832 £105 Hogdetts 
Estates 

Bond 
International 

N/a N/a TBC A C&W 
Avison 
Young 

Freehold Turnkey 

June Plot 6 
Birch 
Coppice 
Tanworth 

Tamworth Warehouse 282,000 £6.20 Aberdeen 
Asset 
Manageme
nt 

Confidential 15 years TBC 12.5m clear 
height 
25 dock level 
access loading 
doors 
4 level access 
loading doors 
75 HGV & 271 
car parking 
spaces 
Lighting, heating 
& Sprinklers 

A CBRE As part of a 2-unit deal with a blended rent of 
circa £6.30 psf for 345k sq ft.  

 



CBRE Deals in AREA A over 100,000 sq ft 

2018 

 

DATE ADDRESS TOWN TYPE  SIZE 
(SQ FT)  

RENT/PRICE 
(PA / PSF) 

LANDLORD/ 
VENDOR 

TENANT/ 
PURCHASER 

TERM 
(BREAK) 

INCENTIVES SPECIFICATION GRADE OTHER INFO 

January Apollo, 
Lichfield Road 
Industrial 
Estate, 
Tamworth, 
B79 7TA 

Tamworth Warehouse 191,981 £3.75   DHL 12m 0m 5.8m – 6.3m eaves 
15 ground loading doors 
Warehouse lighting 
Canopy 
Possible division  
9,333 sq ft offices 
30m yard depth 
 

Grade B On for info. DHL taken 12 months short term.  

April The Hub 
Birmingham 
B6 7EU 

Birmingham Warehouse 250,450 £6.25 IM Properties Kitchencraft 15 years 15m 
(4m less Cat 
B cap ex) 

 Grade A 30 to 35p cost on fit out. 
PC March 2019.  

Under 
Offer 

CP153 
Centurion Park 
Tamworth 
B77 5PN 

Tamworth Warehouse 153,418  LH St Modwen Menzies     11.78m eaves 
14 dock level doors 
2 level access doors 
150Car Parking Spaces 
50m yard 

Grade A   

Under 
Offer 

Unit F, Nexus 
Point, 
Elliott Way, 
Birmingham 
B6 7AP 

Birmingham Warehouse 105,771 FH CBREGi West 
Midlands 
Police 

N/a N/a 10m eaves 
6 Level Access Doors 
cranage 
2000kva 
130 car parking spaces 

Grade B   

Under 
Offer 

Birmingham 
Business Park 
Solihull Parkway 
Birmingham  
B37 7YN 
 

Birmingham Industrial 100,000  LH Canmoor Sulzer 15 
years 

    Grade A Pre-let 

 



 

 

Appendix 3: M42 Corridor (Area A) Strategic 
Development Sites  

Site Name Prologis Park Hams Hall 

Location Coleshill / J9 M42 

Postcode B46 1AQ 

General description Former electricity power station redeveloped from mid-

1990’s as distribution park with rail terminal 

Developer Prologis  

Date site launched 1992 (Phase 1) – Phase 2 being promoted 

Planning status B1, B2 and B8 

Total site area 45 acres 

Summary  Prologis will develop an extension to Hams Hall on the 

remaining power station site of 45 acres gross where 

they have just secured outline planning consent.  Prologis 

land provides 42 acres net and is likely to be developed 

to provide either a three or four-unit scheme offering 

units from 85,310 to 414,360 sq ft. 

 

Source: CBRE, 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Site Name Tamworth Logistics Park 

Location Tamworth 

Postcode B78 1SQ 

General description Distribution park 

Developer St Modwen 

Date site launched 2017 

Planning status Outline B1, 2 & 8 

Total site area 32 acres  

Summary  Outline consent for up to 705,000 sq ft of B1 B2 B8 

development. Phase 1 due for completion Q4 2018, units 

available from 12,000 – 49,000 sq ft. Phase 2 about to 

submit detailed planning permission for a 2-unit scheme 

of 260,000 sq ft and 180,000 sq ft. Can accommodate a 

single unit solution of 616,600 sq ft. 

 

Source: CBRE, 2018 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Site Name Peddimore 

Location Birmingham 

Postcode B76 9AA 

General description Greenfield allocation 

Developer Birmingham City Council and IM Properties 

Date site launched May 2018 

Planning status Planning application being submitted in November 2018 

Total site area 175 acres (71 hectares) 

Summary / Comment The Planning Inspector has approved the release of 134 

hectares from the greenbelt for development.  The 

developable area extends to some 91 acres for B1(c), B2 

and B8.  The first units will not be available until summer 

2021. Current master planning suggests 2.7m – 3m sq ft 

of development.  Of this total 40 hectares must initially 

be reserved for industrial development leaving 75 acres 

for up to 1.5m sq ft of B8 distribution. 

Source: CBRE, 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Site Name Core42 

Location Tamworth  / east of J10 M42 

Postcode B78 1SZ 

General description Distribution Park 

Developer Hodgetts  

Date site launched 2016 

Planning status B1, B2 and B8 

Total site area 25 acres in 2 separate plots 

Summary  Hodgetts have completed the freehold development of a 

106,000 sq ft unit for Bonds International Tyres leaving 2 

plots for further design and build development.  These 

sites can accommodate a unit of 345,414 sq ft and 

160,825 sq ft.  The smaller plot has been acquired by 

M&G and speculative development of the 160,825 sq ft is 

due for practical completion in Q4 2018. 

Source: CBRE, 2018 
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